
CHAPTER TWO

A DESCRIPTION OF THE DIALECTS OF THE MZĒNAH AND 
BANIY WĀṢIL

Introduction

The largest tribe of the central, south and southeastern Sinai are the 
Mzēnah (or Muzaynah). The much smaller tribe of Baniy Wāṣil live near 
the town of aṭ-Ṭūr and towards the east of it and in the western part of 
the massif of the central south of Sinai, where they are neighbours of the 
Awlād Sa�īd1 and the Garāršah, who live to their north. The dialects of 
Mzēnah (MzA) and Baniy Wāṣil (BWA) share some important character-
istics, and are therefore treated in one chapter. Originally, however, the 
dialect of the Baniy Wāṣil must have been more like the dialect-type of 
group I, with which it still shares a number of features not found in 
Mzēniy. Some of these features actually occur parallel to features also 
heard in Mzēniy, while other characteristics are still uniquely (inside 
Sinai, that is) found in group I. Wāṣliy is therefore treated here together 
with Mzēniy, partly for contrastive purposes and partly because it must 
have developed towards Mzēniy. 

On the location of Baniy Wāṣil, as it appears on the maps in this study, 
the following must be taken into account: although their territory does 
not directly border on the territory of the Mzēnah, in practice the Awlād 
Sa�īd, whose territory is indicated to lie between that of the Baniy Wāṣil 
and that of the Mzēnah, actually live more inland, i.e. in and around 
Wādiy Ṣlāf in the central mountain massif,2 where they are direct neigh-
bours of the Ǧbāliyyah. The coastal plain of the dīrah of the Awlād Sa�īd 
is in fact empty land (the sandy coastal plain al-Gā�), and hence the Baniy 
Wāṣil are—more or less—direct neighbours of the Mzēnah. 

1 Although the dīrah of Awlād Sa�īd is indicated on the map as bordering the Gulf of 
Suez, members of this tribe actually do not live in this deserted coastal plain (known as 
Gāʿ ašŠarm or simply alGāʿ), but are found more up in the mountains to the east. In efffect, 
the Mzēnah and Baniy Wāṣil (who do inhabit the coastal area on the Gulf of Suez near 
aṭ-Ṭūr) are direct neighbours. 

2 The coordinates are appr. 28.32.35 North and 33.43.55 East, see Google Earth.
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116 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

In the following chapter a decription of the characteristics of both dia-
lects is given, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

1. Phonology

1.1. Consonants

1.1.1. Inventory of consonants

The inventory of consonantal phonemes of MzA and BWA is:

bilabial labdent. alveolar intdent. postalv. palatal velar uvul. phar. laryng.
vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd vl vd

plosive b t d k g (q) (ʾ)
emph. ṭ ḳ*1

nasal m n
fricative f s z & ' š (ž) x ġ ḥ � h
emph. ṣ (ẓ) '̣

afffricate ǧ

trill r
emph. (ṛ)
lateral l
emph. ḷ
glides w y

vd = voiced, vl = voiceless, emph. = emphatic/velarized
The greatest diffference with the inventory of group I is the presence of both /k/ and /ḳ/, which is also a feature of 
group II in the north and of dialects of groups VII and VIII. A minimal pair xu� bāluḳ—x�̣iy bālik (though ~ bālkiy 
in BWA) “pay attention (sg. masc.—sg. fem.)” isolates /k/ and /ḳ/ as phonemes.
*1 See remarks in 1.1.3. below.

1.1.2. Interdental fricatives /�/, /�/ and /�̣/

The reflexes of *& and *' are interdentals � and � (I.P.A. [θ] and [ð] respec-
tively). 

Examples for *& are: naḥari� “we plough” (MzA), �āniy “second” (both), 
�yāb “clothes” (BWA), (ʾ)a�arhuw “their tracks” (BWA).

For *': nāxi� “we take” (both), mig�āf “oar” (MzA), mna�baḥuh “we 
slaughter him” (MzA), i�n “ear” (MzA), �ikr “mention” (BWA), �imīmih 
“ugly” (BWA), xu� bāluḳ “pay attention, mind you” (BWA).

There are also exceptions: “refrigerator” and “ice; snow” are with t in 
both dialects: tillāǧah and talǧ. 
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 phonology, consonants 117

In some loans from MSA (presumably via speakers of Cairene) the 
reflex for *& is s, e.g. ḥadīs “modern” (BWA) and also ḥaras (!)3 “he ploughed” 
(BWA), masalan “for instance” (both) and for *' it is sometimes z, as in 
bizr “seed” (BWA) and kizāluḳ�4 “as well”.

Emphatic '̣ (I.P.A. velarized [ð̂]) is the interdental reflex of *ḍ and *'̣, 
e.g. (as reflex of *ḍ in) ṛaw�̣ (pl. rī�̣ān) “small wadi between low moun-
tains” (BWA), u�̣fuṛ, pl. a�̣āfĳir “fĳinger” (MzA), �̣ayf “guest” (both) and (as 
a reflex for *'̣ in) y�̣all “he remains” (both) and �̣áharuh “his back” (BWA) 
and álġa�̣aʾ “(the) inferior type of fĳirewood” (BWA).

In a number of lexemes ẓ (usually loans from MSA or Egyptian Arabic) 
is the current reflex, like in mwaẓẓafīn “civil servants”, ẓubbāṭ “offfĳicers” 
(both BWA), b-iẓẓabṭ “precisely” (both), binẓabbiṭ “we do a proper job”, 
niẓām “system” (both MzA), etc.

In both dialects the sg. masc. demonstrative (hā-)�a “this (sg. masc.)” is 
without velarization.

1.1.3. Velar stops /k/ and /g/

Like in the other dialects of Sinai, *k and *q have unafffricated reflexes k 
and g. 

Although in both dialects ḳ and k are heard, only in MzA we fĳind a true 
phonemic opposition in a minimal pair like īduḳ “your (sg. masc.) hand”—
īdik “your (sg. fem.) hand”; in BWA (sg. fem.) pronominal sufffĳixes -ik and 
-kiy are used as parallel forms5 (i.e. īdik, as well as īdkiy, the latter of which 
is the original BWA form and which is normally used). A true phonemic 
opposition between /ḳ/ and /k/,6 such as that existing in MzA, appears to 
be developing in BWA.

Similarly we fĳind the (sg. masc.) pron. sufffĳix C-ak (and its allomorph 
v|-k) parallel to the (sg. masc.) pronominal sufffĳix -ḳ in BWA.

In MzA “cigarette” is sigāṛah (not like in many other dialects siǧāṛah).

3 A sibilant s for interdental � in the verb ḥara�, yaḥari� “plough” is usually (i.e. in other 
dialects of Sinai) not one of the exceptions.

4 Compare MSA ka-�ālik, of which morpheme boundaries were reinterpreted as ka�ā-
l-ik, after which l-ik “to you (sg. fem.)” was adapted as l-uḳ (for sg. masc.).

5 For the notion of ‘parallel forms’ as a characteristic of a transitional stage in dialect 
change due to dialect contact, see Trudgill 1983:chapter 5 and remarks in De Jong 2000:28, 
596–597.

6 ‘True’ in the sense that the two phonemes can be isolated in a minimal pair. 
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118 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

1.1.4. Post alveolar afffricate /ǧ/

The allophone ž (I.P.A. [ʒ]) for /ǧ/ is particularly frequent in MzA. It was 
not recorded in BWA.

1.1.5. Emphatic alveolar stop /ṭ/

In all dialects of group I of the south, and also in group VI, a measure of 
glottalization in the realisation of /ṭ/ may occur. Often the glottal release, 
which coincides with the release of the ṭ, is not very clear. What is clear, 
is the lack of aspiration in the release of ṭ, and the immediate onset of a 
following vowel.

1.1.6. Glottal stop (hamzah)

Like in many dialects of Sinai, the reflex for *ʾ in the verb ask is ʿ: saʿal, yasʿal.
In *raʾs “head”, loss of ʾ is complemented by lengthening the preceding 

vowel > ṛās (pl. ṛūs). 

1.1.7. Secondary velarization

What strikes the ear fĳirst of all when one hears MzA is the lack of velariza-
tion in positions where neighbouring group I dialects in Sinai appear to 
have it almost as a matter of natural fact. It is a feature of which one of 
my Mzēniy informants was quite aware; when asked to mention a few 
diffferences of his own dialect with that of the Taṛābīn (who are their 
neighbours to the north), he mentioned kibbǟyih “(drinking) glass”, pl. 
kibǟbiy, where a Turḅāniy would say kuḅḅāyih and kuḅāḅiy. MzA rikbih 
(pl. rkab) “knee” is pronounced ṛukḅah (pl. ṛḳaḅ) in TAN, and MzA siwwāg 
“driver” is sawwāg̣ in TAN.

The imperfects of “eat” and “take” are not (or at best only minimally) 
velarized, whereas the imperatives are: (imperfects) yāxi� and yākil, but 
velarization is heard in (imperative forms) ḳul and xu�.

Compared to TAN, long ā in MzA is also noticeably higher in positions 
not influenced bij velarization, e.g. ṣiyyǟd “fĳisherman”, riǧǧǟl “man”, kiššǟf 
“flashlight”, ʿiṭšǟn “thirsty” (ǟ is used here to indicate a phonetic value 
between I.P.A. [æ�] and [ɛ�]). In TAN the long ā is considerably lower 
(nearer to I.P.A. [a�]): ṣiyyād, ṛaǧǧāl, kaššāf, ʿaṭšān.

Another diffference with TAN is MzA and BWA demonstrative hǟ�a 
(~ �ah / �iʾ #), where TAN has hā�̣a, and the pl. form (hā-) �il (-ih) or �illēl 
(-ih) (~ hā�ōl in BWA) where group I dialects have heavily velarized forms 
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like hā�̣ōḷ (-ah) or hō�̣āḷ (-ḷah).7 Another diffference is (MzA) kimān(-iy)—
(TAN) ḳuṃān “also”.

1.1.8. Liquids ḷ and ṛ

On the other hand, MzA and BWA, like many dialects in Sinai (including 
TAN), have strong velarization8 in xāf̣ “he feared” (and also xāỵif “afraid” 
in MzA), ġāḅ “he was absent”, ruġfāṇ “loaves (of bread)”, (in the fĳirst syl-
lable of�) xfạyyif “light”, nāṛ “fĳire”, xyāṛ “gherkins” and (i)nfāṛ “persons” and 
ḥimṛā “red (sg. fem.)”, ʿiwṛā “one eyed (sg. fem.)”, biʿṛān “camels” and ṛās 
“head” (but no velarization in frāš “blanket”). 

Uvulars followed by l or r are especially prone to become velarized 
as an accompanying phonetic feature,9 e.g. aġḷabiyyah “majority”, šuġḷ 
“genitive exponent”, naxaḷ “palm trees”, xaḷḷ “let! (imperative)”, nuxṛah 
(pl. nxaṛ) “nose”, baxaṛṛif “I speak”, nugṛah (pl. ngaṛ) “pit, pothole”, bagṛa 
“I read (i.e. study)”, gaṛāṛ “decision”, gṛayyib “near”, gaḷḅ “heart”, gāḷat “she 
said”, gḷayyil “few, little” (gḷāḷ “few (pl.)” and agaḷḷ “less”) and Ṛās Aḅuw 
Gaḷḷūm “name of a cape between �ahab and Nwēbi�”.

Generally, like in group I, the combination ār will be velarized, unless i 
follows within morpheme boundaries (see also De Jong 2000:65–67). An 
exception is the pl. for ki�īr “many”, which is k�ǟr in MzA and BWA (with 
a long ā almost as high up as I.P.A. [ɛ�]), but velarized k�āṛ in TAN, whereas 
groups I and VI both have velarized kḅāṛ as the pl. for kibīr “old, big”. 
There are many examples of velarized āṛ, of which some are: miṭmāṛah 
“(cylindrically shaped) grain silo”,10 xyāṛ “gherkins” (BWA), sinnāṛah “fĳish-
ing hook”, nāṛ “fĳire”, nahāṛ “day (-light)”. Also: sigāṛah “cigarrette”, xuwwāṛ 
“inferior type of camel, raised for its meat”, byāṛ “wells”, Badāṛah “name 
of the tribe Badāṛah”.

Notice, however, how following (either ‘vanished’ i within morpheme 
boundaries blocks such velarization, e.g.: mizāriʿ “lands for cultivation”, 
midāris “schools”, šāriʿ “street” and ʿārif “knowing (sg. masc.)”. 

 7 See De Jong 2000:170–172.
 8 Combinations of a velar (g, x or ġ) with l, r or b will often produce velarization, espe-

ciallly with u, ū or a, ā in their vicinity.
 9 The articulation of uvulars involves some raising of the back of the tongue (towards 

the uvula). The process of velarization also involves a degree of raising of the back of the 
tongue.

10 miṭmāṛah is also used for “pit for storing grain or belongings”, see Bailey 2009:347 
(glossary). The rocky mountains, more or less shaped like grain silos and located appr. at 
28.51.46 North and 34.27.31 East, are also locally known as Ǧabal Maṭāmīr.
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120 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

Also sequences rā are generally not velarized when (vanished) i pre-
cedes, or follows in the next syllable within morpheme boundaries, e.g. 
marākib “boats”, grāyah (cf. MSA qirāʾah) “studying (lit. reading)”, frāš 
“blanket” (cf. MSA fĳirāš), Garāršah “name of tribe” (compare with MSA 
Qarārišah) and rākib “riding (sg. masc.)”, but there is velarization in forms 
like ṛās “head”, baṛṛād “teapot” and ḥaṛāṛah “heat”. 

1.1.9. Nasal n

No remarks.

1.1.10. Devoicing of fĳinal voiced stops, liquids and nasals in pause

Devoicing of voiced stops, liquids and nasals in pause is regular in MzA 
and BWA. 

One of my informants claimed that one feature of MzA is the type of 
glottalization of ā in a fĳinal sequence -āC in pause, by which the fĳinal 
consonant is no longer produced (compare the situation described in 
remarks on TyA in 1.1.10. of chapter III). I have not been able to verify 
his claim.

1.2. Vowels

1.2.1. Inventory of vowel phonemes

The inventory for vowel phonemes contains three short vowels and fĳive 
long vowels:

short: i u long: ī  ū
 ē ō
 a ā

1.2.2. Long vowels

1.2.2.1. Allophones of long vowels ē and ī
Unlike in group I dialects, phonetic overlapping of /ē/ and /ī/ is rare in 
group VI dialects. 

The phonemic status of /ē/ and /ī/ can be established with a minimal 
pair like: šēn “bad”—šīn “name of letter š”, and /ā/ may be isolated by 
pairing either of these with (min) šān “because of�”.

In MzA imperfect forms of the verb “dry” (root y-b-s) monophthongiza-
tion takes place, e.g. yēbas (< *yaybas) “he dries (intrans.)”.
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1.2.2.2. Allophones of long vowels ō and ū
In neutral environments, i.e. in the absence of velarization and without 
preceding back spirants, older diphthongs *ay and *aw have been monoph-
thongized as ē and ō. As long vowels, the phonemic status of /ū/ and /ō/ 
can be established through minimal pairs like:

rūḥ “go! (imperative sg. masc.)”—rōḥ “soul”
gūl “say! (imperative sg. masc.)”—gōl “speaking”.

In positions influenced by velarization, /ū/ is realized relatively low, near 
I.P.A. [o�]. 

In verbs with wāw as C
1
 the diphthong aw has usually been monoph-

thongized, as is illustrated in e.g. nōgaf “we stand” and also tōgid “you 
light” (both in MzA and BWA). In both dialects the imperative of w-ʿ-y 
“pay attention, take heed” has an initial diphthong: awʿin ṛūskin “mind 
(pl. fem.) your heads!”.11

1.2.2.3. Allophones of long vowel ā
Allophones of the long vowel /ā/ are ruled by the same principles as in 
group VII.

1.2.2.4. Shortening of long vowels
Like in group I dialects, shortening of unstressed long vowels is a charac-
teristic of allegro style of speech in group VI dialects as well.

1.2.3. Short vowels

1.2.3.1. Isolating phonemes /i/, /u/ and /a/
Minimal pairs listed for groups VII and VIII also produce the phonemes 
/i/, /u/ and /a/ in MzA and BWA. 

1.2.3.2. Phonetic factors influencing the quality of I
In principle, distribution of short high vowels i and u is governed by the 
same rules as described for group I in De Jong 2000:70–74: a short high 
vowel tends to be u (i.e. near I.P.A. [ʋ]) in velarized and/or labial environ-
ment, otherwise i (i.e. near I.P.A. [ı]).

The pl. com. of ašdaf “left-handed” was recorded as šidf in BWA, but as 
šudf in MzA. Similarly, the pl. com. of aʿaraǧ “lame, limping” has the high 

11 The imperative awʿa is often not inflected for number or gender, e.g. awʿa rūskuw! or 
awʿa ṛāsik! (instead of awʿuw and awʿiy respectively). Apocopated imperative forms of this 
verb have not been recorded, thus e.g. awʿa tans! “don’t you forget!”.
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122 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

vowel i in ʿirǧ in BWA, but u in ʿurǧ in MzA and that of aʿama “blind” 
is ʿimy in BWA, but ʿumy in MzA. Other pl. com. forms of the pattern 
aC

1
C

2
aC

3
, used for colours and physical defects, recorded in both dialects 

have a C
1
uC

2
C

3
 pattern (most have some degree of velarization), e.g. 

(sg. masc. aḥamaṛ) ḥumṛ “red”, (sg. masc. azṛag) zuṛg “black”,12 (sg. masc. 
axa�̣ar)13 xu�̣r “green”, (sg. masc. aṣfar) ṣufr “yellow” and (sg. masc. 
ahabal) hubl “dim-witted” (where labialization of the b triggers the 
appearance of u), (sg. masc. agraʿ) guṛʿ “bald”, �uṛm (sg. masc. a�ram) 
“gap-toothed”.

Both dialects have i in the imperfect of primae hamzah verbs: yāxi� and 
yākil “he takes” and “he eats”, but u in the sg. masc. imperative: kuḷ and 
xu�̣ “eat!” and “take!” (resp.) and clear velarization, caused by the ‘van-
ished’ u:14 x�̣iy and kḷiy (sg. fem.), x�̣uw and kḷuw (pl. masc.) and x�̣in and 
kḷin (pl. fem.).

Imperfect forms of mediae geminatae verbs recorded in group VI cor-
roborate the rule formulated in De Jong 2000:72–73: u appears near pri-
mary and (potentially) secondary emphatics, while i appears in neutral 
environments. Examples are:

MzA: yḥuṭṭ “place”, yṛudd “answer”, ydugg “inject (with a needle)”, 
yṣunn “wait”, yxu�̣�̣ “churn”, yxušš “enter”, ykutt “go down a wadi”, yṭubb 
“go on a journey to”, ylugg “hit”,15 y�̣urr “damage”, yṣubb “pour out”, yfĳikk 
“loosen”, ywišš “swing a fĳishing net over one’s head”,16 ymidd “stretch”, ytifff 
“spit”, ylifff “wrap”, yʿidd “count”, yfĳitt “prepare fatītah”.

1.2.3.3. Morphological conditioning of the short high vowel
So far we have seen that often a velarized or labial environment triggers 
the appearance of u. Morphology, however, will over-rule this phonetic 
feature, as far as distribution of short high vowels is concerned. For 
instance, measures 2, 3 and 4 will have i in the imperfect forms, such 
as yC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (measure 2), yC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (measure 3), yiC

1
C

2
iC

3
 (measure 4), 

12 azṛag lit. “blue” is often used euphemistically for “black”.
13 In MzA axa�̣ar was also recorded in the meaning of “wet”, as in iw hū yǧíy mġīr 

ki�iyyih b iʿdāduh�.�.�.�iw ǧilduh ʿilēh, l issāʿ axa�̣aṛ hū “and he comes running like this with 
his (diving) gear�.�.�.�with his diving suit (lit. skin) on, still wet he was�.�.�.”.

14 See remarks in Blanc 1970:16 [127]! 
15 lagg, ylugg is listed as “snatch, grab” in Stewart 1990:245 (glossary), but my recording 

calls for a translation like “hit, strike”, as in [alǧaṛṛah byirikdūha ēh?] fĳi ššamš, itlugg fīha 
ššams “[they place the earthenware pot where?] in the sun, [where] the sun hits (i.e. 
shines on) it” as a method to let milk ferment to produce ṛāyib.

16 The verb wašš, ywišš is onomatopaeic.
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yinC
1
iC

2
iC

3
 (measure n-1) and yiC

1
tiC

2
iC

3
17 (measure 1-t) and yistaC

1
C

2
iC

3
 

(measure ista-1). Other examples are the active participles of the measures: 
C

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (measure 1), mC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (measure 2), mC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (measure 3) 

and miC
1
C

2
iC

3 
(measure 4), mtaC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (measure ta-2), mtaC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 

(measure ta-3), minC
1
iC

2
iC

3
 (measure n-1), miC

1
tiC

2
iC

3
 (measure 1-t)18 and 

mistaC
1
C

2
iC

3
 (measure ista-1).

An exception to such morphological conditioning is found in forms 
coloured by the strong velarization caused by the pronominal sufffĳix -ḳ or 
-uḳ, as in tušġúḷḳ “she occupies you/keeps you busy” and also the vowel of 
the fem. morpheme in construct state may be afffected, as in nuxṛútuḳ 
“your (sg. masc.) nose”, contrasting with nuxṛítik “your (sg. fem.) nose”.

1.2.3.4. Allophones of short vowels
Allophones of short vowels do not difffer much from what was described 
for group I in De Jong 2000:74–77, although some allophones, notably of 
/a/, may appear in environments diffferent—or are more frequent, or less 
frequent—from those in group I.

1.2.3.4.1. Allophones of /i/
When in stressed and neutral positions, short high vowel /i/ will be 
realized near I.P.A. [ı] and slightly higher nearer to [i] when it precedes y, 
e.g. židd [ʒıd�] “grandfather”, nirmiy [�nırmiy] “we throw” and dišbih 
[�dıʃbıh] “cold (disease)”.

When in velarized positions, backing and centralizing takes place, 
resulting in [ı]̂, e.g. ṭibb “(practicing) medicine” [tı̂b̂̂�].

When laryngeals precede, they usually have a lowering efffect on /i/, 
resulting in [e] or slightly higher, e.g. ḥiluw # [�ħeluw] “beautiful, sweet”, 
xirm [xerm] “large species of fĳish”.

1.2.3.4.2. Allophones of /u/
In neutral positions short high vowel /u/ will be realized near I.P.A. [ʋ], 
and slightly higher [u] when it precedes w, e.g. yuskun [�j�sk�n] “he lives 
(inhabits)”, nāmuw “they slept” [�næ�muw].19

When velarized consonants or laryngeals precede, lowering tends to 
take place, resulting in a realization near I.P.A. [o], e.g. ġumsih [���om̂sıh] 
“food dip”, ḥuṛmah [�ħorm̂̂ h] “woman”, xuṭwah [�x̂otŵ̂ h] “step”.

17 See following fn.
18 When in closed syllable, the vowel preceding C

2
 will be a in measures n-1 and 1-t (or 

VII and VIII resp.), e.g. yin�̣arbuw “they are beaten” and min�̣arbah “having been beaten 
(sg. fem.)” and yištaġlin “they (fem.) work” and mištaġlīn “working (pl. masc.)”.

19 On the articulatory position of [æ] see remark in De Jong 2000:59–60, fn 10.
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124 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

1.2.3.4.3. Allophones of /a/

1.2.3.4.3.1. /a/ in non-raised positions.
The realization of short low vowel /a/ in neutral environments will be 
near I.P.A. [ɐ], e.g. tánam [�tɐnɐm] “you sleep”, maddat [�mɐd�ɐt] “she 
stretched out”.

Where pharyngeals precede, /a/ has a realization near open and front 
I.P.A. [a], e.g. ḥarīm [ħa�ri�m] “womenfolk”, ʿarǧíy [¢ar�dʒiy] “lame, limp-
ing (sg. fem.)” and also with h preceding, as in šahabíy [ ʃaha�biy] “gray-
coloured (sg. fem.)”.

In velarized environments, /a/ is realized near I.P.A. [ ], e.g. baḥaṛ 
[�b̂ ħ̂ r]̂ “sea” and nugṭah [�noĝt^ ̂h] “police post” and ḥabṣah [�ħ b̂s^ ̂h] 
“severe cold (disease)”.

1.2.3.4.3.2. Raising of (*)/a/ preceding long stressed vowels
The short vowel /a/ is raised in a variety of positions preceding stress:

– preceding stressed Cī: kibīr “large; old”, šidīd “strong”, ġilī�̣ “fat, thick”, 
xifīf “light”, ʿirīs “bridegroom”, ḥirīd “parrot fĳish”, and also ʿIlíy “male 
given name *ʿAlī ” and verb forms nisīt “I forgot”, ligīt “I found”. Instances 
of a preceding stressed CCī were not recorded: baṭṭīx “watermelon”, 
sabʿīn “seventy”.

– (preceding stressed Cē): ʿilēh “on him”, ligēna “we found”, mišēt “I 
walked”, bidēna “we started”, (preceding CCē) middēt “I stretched”, 
suwwēt “I did/made” and istinnēniʾ(#) “we waited” (but istanna “he 
waited”).

– (preceding stressed Cā): ʿisākir “soldiers”, zimān “in the old days (used 
as adverb)”, �imānyih “eight”; (preceding stressed CCā): riǧǧāl “man”, 
ṣiyyād “fĳisherman”, kiššāf “search light”, biṭṭāriyyih “flashlight”, zirgā 
“blue (sg. fem.)”. miṛṛāt “times”, miʿnāt (ḥāǧih) “the meaning (of sth)”.

– (preceding stressed ū): ʿurūs “groom”, isSuʿūdiyyih “Saudi Arabia”, šuʿūr 
“emperor (fĳish species)”.20

– (preceding stressed a): ǧimál “camels”, giʿadna “we sat down”, xuḅáṛ 
“information”, nihábuḳ, “he plundered you”.

– (preceding stressed u): kubúr “he grew”, ġulú�̣ “he grew fat”.
– (preceding stressed i): širíb “he drank”, biríy “innocent”, guwíy “strong”.

20 Of the Lethrinidae: the longnosed emperor is Lethrinus olivaceus.
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Raising of a also takes place following stressed a, as in ánwikal “it was eaten”, 
áttifag “he agreed”, háwǧisat “she improvised song”, ánnixaḷ “the palmtrees”, 
álhiwiʾ “the wind”, álʿišiʾ “the dinner” and ádduwaʾ “the medicine”.

Also when a follows stressed i in closed syllable, it is raised, as in yín�̣irib 
“he is beaten”, yíttifĳig “he agrees”.21

1.2.3.4.3.3. Raising of the feminine morpheme (T)
The a of the fem. morpheme is regularly raised in neutral environments 
and reaches a phonetic value near I.P.A. [ıh]. This is not only a pausal 
phenomenon, but occurs sentence-medial as well. Examples are kull 
wāḥid ʿinduh xuṛṛāfah ḥilwih biyǧībhiʾ “everyone has a nice story which he 
tells”, lamma llēlih gōṭarat “until the evening has passed”, ṭallaʿ giṣīdih fĳi 
wiḥdih ṛāyidhiʾ “he recited a poem on a girl with whom he was in love”.

In velarized environments such raising does not take place, e.g. gāmat 
ḥuṛṃah # “a woman stood up”, (a mock rhyme) binǧīb lēna faṛxah simīnih, 
iw līhiy simīnih bi lmaṛṛah “we get for ourselves a fat chicken, but it is not 
fat at all”. Other examples are: bisīṭah “simple”, ġilī�̣ah “fat”, xuṭwah “step”, 
ʿigāṃah “snake-like species of sea fĳish”, ṛamḷah “sand”.

Raising is not inhibited by the pharyngeals ʿ and ḥ, e.g. ṛfayyʿih “thin”, 
sāmʿih “hearing (sg. fem.)”, Ṣuwālḥih “name of a tribe”, mirǧēḥih “swing”, 
ṣafīḥih “cannister (of 20 litres)”.

1.2.3.5. Prosodic lengthening of short vowels
To express extra emphasis, such as on long durations of time, long dis-
tances or great quantities, speakers often prosodically lengthen short (but 
also long, see 1.2.4.7.) vowels. Examples are btiːġluh ʿala lṃayyih “you boil 
it (for a long time) in water”, iw binġaṭṭiy lḥaṭab buh kuːllīːtuh “we cover 
a�ll the fĳirewood with it”.

1.2.4. Long vowels and diphthongs

1.2.4.1. Monophthongization of diphthongs *ay and *aw
In positions not influenced by velarization, or preceded by X, older diph-
thongs *ay and *aw have in most cases become monophthongal ē and ō.

21 In verb forms like hawǧisat and yín�̣irib and yíttifĳig, the raised a will again surface as 
a when it is in closed syllables, e.g. hawǧast “I improvised song”, yin�̣arbuw “they are 
beaten” and yittafguw “they agree” (see also 3.2.3.1.1. and 3.2.3.3.1.).
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Examples for *ay are: i�nēn “two”, bēn “between”, lēlih “evening”, sēl 
“flood”, ǧwēl (dim. to ǧāl) “little side” and examples for ō: mōt “death”, yōm 
“day”, fōg “above”, sōdíy “black (sg. fem.)”, gōmah “(manner of�) standing up”.

In some cases such monophthongization in neutral environments has 
not taken place, mawǧūd “present (adj.)”, awʿa “watch out!”22 and also 
taybīs “drying”.

In forms like bʿay�aṛān velarization has also spread backwards, preserv-
ing ay as a diphthong. Diphtongal *aw is preserved by spread of velariza-
tion as aw or ow in e.g. gowṭaruw “they went”.

In MzA (of ʿAyn Ḥu�̣rah23 and of a family in Wādiy ʿAṛādah) forms like 
mēǧūd “present” and mēlūd “born” have also been recorded.

1.2.4.2. Isolating long vowels /ī/, /ū/, /ā/, /ē/ and /ō/ as phonemes
In many dialects of group I phonetic overlapping of /ē/ and /ī/ in neutral 
environments occurs. Such is not the case in MzA and BWA. Finding 
(near) minimal pairs to isolate these phonemes is not a problem:

dēr “monastery”—dīr “turn (trans.)!”—dūr “turn (intrans.)!”—dōr “floor (in 
¥a building)”—dāṛ “house” 
ǧībih “bringing”—ǧēbuh “his pocket”—ǧābuh “he brought it”
gōm “enemy tribe”—gūm “get up!”

Sufffĳixed prepositions lay “to me”, ʿaláy “on me” and fay “in me” are actu-
ally better interpreted as fĳinal -ay + y.

1.2.4.3. Allophones of ā
Like in the dialect of the Taṛābīn of group I, ā in neutral surroundings is 
realized as near I.P.A. [ɛ�]. Unlike Turbāniy, however, ā in open syllable 
and neutral surroundings does not need Ci following within morpheme 
boundaries for such I.P.A. values to be reached.

In MzA this [ɛ�] for ā is reached also when āC is morpheme-fĳinal, e.g. 
k�ǟr “many (pl. com.)”, šgǟg “compartments of the tent”, ḥbǟl “ropes”, 
šǟših “screen” and also wǟḥid “one”, sǟrḥih “out grazing (goats and sheep) 
(sg. fem.)”, nǟgtī “my she-camel”.

22 awʿa is often left unconjugated, and has thus developed into a general particle of 
warning or admonition, as in awʿa tans! “don’t you forget!”

23 Von Oppenheim 1942:159 mentions �Ayn Ḥu'̣rah as �Lēgiy territory (in his transcrip-
tion: �Olēḳāt). Today this oasis is inhabited by members of the Mzēnah.
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1.2.4.4. Reflexes of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ)
Like in the dialect of Biliy in the north,24 the reflex of fĳinal *-ā in neutral 
environments in MzA and BWA is often -íʾ. Examples are: Wādiy Slíʾ “Wadi 
Isla”,25 štiʾ “winter” and verb form ǧiʾ (< *ǧā) “he came”.26 

Final -iʾ will be unstressed when a heavy sequence precedes. The vowel 
of the heavy sequence is then stressed. E.g. áššifĳiʾ “the curing”, (wāḥid) 
mínniʾ “(one) of us”, táfdiʾ “you sacrifĳice” and yánsiʾ “he forgets”.

However, in sg. fem. forms (cf. MSA CaCCāʾ) that come with the (sg. 
masc.) aCCaC pattern for physical defects and colours, we do fĳind raising 
like in group I, e.g.: šadfíy “left-handed (sg. fem.)”, ḥawlíy “cross-eyed” and 
hablíy “stupid”, unless such raising is prevented by phonetic factors, such 
as velarization, as in e.g. (colours) samṛā “brown”, xa�̣rā “green”, ḥamṛā 
“red”, zaṛgā “black; blue” and (physical defects) ʿiwṛā “one-eyed”, girʿā 
“bald” and doṛā “absent minded”. The fĳinal stressed -ā may be cut offf in 
pause by a flottal stop, e.g. xa�̣rāʾ #.

N.B. “here” is nihā( ʾ) in MzA and BWA.

In dialects of group I raising (there to fĳinal -íy) is inhibited by (underlying) 
a preceding in open syllable.27 Such is not the case in MzA and BWA, e.g. 
hiwíʾ “wind”, ʿišíʾ “dinner”, diwíʾ “medicine” (in MzA), simíʾ “heaven” and 
also verb forms like mišíʾ (< *mašā) “he went”, ligíʾ (< *lagā) “he found” 
and tawafffĳiʾ “he died”.

When (secondary) emphatics precede, fĳinal *-ā( ʾ) is not raised, while 
reflexes of *-āʾ have remained long and reflexes of *-ā are short. Examples 
are: ġṭáʾ “covers”, ʿaṣáʾ “stick”, fĳi�̣áʾ “free time”, ṛḥāʾ “hand mill”, Wādiy 
ṭṬarfāʾ “name of a wadi”,28 bē�̣āʾ “white (sg. fem.)”, ḥamṛāʾ “red (sg. fem.)”, 
xa�̣rāʾ “green (sg. fem.)”, ġawáʾ “flirting”, duwáʾ “medicine” (in BWA, but 
in MzA diwíʾ), ragṭāʾ “speckled (sg. fem.)”, zaṛgāʾ “black; blue; dark coloured 
(sg. fem.)”, samṛāʾ “brown (sg. fem.)”.

In BWA álma(ʾ) “the water” and in MzA álmiʾ were recorded for “the 
water” (~ in both with much more frequent ṃayyih).

24 See De Jong 2000:81.
25 My Turbāniy informant pronounced Wādiy Sliy. The name of this wadi is often 

spelled ‘ Isla ’ on maps (cf. 1.2.4.4. and 3.1.5.). The wadi is located somewhat to the south-
east of aṭ-Ṭūr, where it disappears into the south-western high mountains.

26 Like in the dialect of Biliy in the north, see De Jong 2000:83.
27 See Blanc 1970:12 [123] and De Jong 2000:82.
28 The wadi is situated at the far high end of Wādiy Fēṛān in central Sinai and is Ǧbāliy 

territory bordering on Mzēniy territory.
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Final *-ā is not raised in the elative aḥla “sweeter; more beautiful”.
Several of the preceding examples also show raising of fĳinal -ā, although 

preceded by a in open syllable, does take place,29 e.g. duwáʾ or diwíʾ and 
verb forms like mišíʾ and ligíʾ.

The forms with raised fĳinal *-ā (> -iʾ) do not only occur in pause, but 
also in sentence-medial positions. Such raising is therefore concluded to 
have led to morphological restructuring. 

The—usually unreleased—glottal stop following the fĳinal vowel is 
not only highly regular when this vowel is stressed, but also when it is 
unstressed.

In MzA forms like ǧānī “he came to me” were heard, but also forms with 
lengthened [ı], as in hū ǧiːuḳ “he came to you (sg. masc.)”: not with IPA [i�], 
but with lengthened [ı]� [dʒı�uḳ]) “he came to you (sg. masc.)” and also 
hū ǧiːk (IPA [dʒı�k]) “he came to you (sg. fem.)”. In BWA such lengthened 
[ı�] was not heard.

1.2.4.5. Allophones of long vowels ē, ī, ō, and ū

1.2.4.5.1. Lowering efffect of preceding emphatics on ī and ū
Like in group  I (see De Jong 2000:85), primary and secondary emphatics 
will lower the phonetic value of following ī and ū towards (resp.) I.P.A. [e�] 
and [o�]. Such lowering is clearer in the case of following ū; with following 
ī it is less clear, but an on-glide is apparent.

Like in group I, reflexes of *ay and *aw following emphatics have 
remained diphthongal, which prevents homophonic clash with lowered 
ī and ū in positions preceded by emphatics. 

1.2.4.5.2. Offf-glide in ē and ī
An offf-glide in the realisation of ē and ī is often audible, when these are 
followed by an emphatic. Examples are (from both dialects) gē�̣ (I.P.A. 
[ge� ð̂] “chain”, (a less clearly audible offf-glide in) Fēṛān [fe� �r^ ̂�n] “Wadi 
Fēṛān”, bī�̣ (I.P.A. [bi� ð̂]) “white (pl. com.)”, zilīṭ (I.P.A. [zı�li� t]̂) “young 
goat or gazelle” and mšēṭah [# ¨əm�ʃe� �t ̂h] “type of herb”. 

Comparable offf-glides, but then towards I.P.A. [a], are heard when ḥ or 
ʿ follow ē or ī, e.g. ǧinnēḥih I.P.A. [dʒı�ne�aħeh] “brown surgeonfĳish”,30 bēʿ 
I.P.A. [be�a¢] “selling”, tasrīḥ I.P.A. [tɐs�ri�aħ] “permission”, šīḥ [ʃi�aħ] “white 

29 Which is also the case in the dialect of Biliy, see De Jong 2000:82 (1.2.4.4.3.2.).
30 Lat. Acanthurus nigrofuscus.
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wormwood”31 and itbīʿ I.P.A. [#¨ət�bi�a¢] “you sell”, but less clearly audible 
in Nfēʿāt [#¨ənfe�a�¢ɐ�t] “name of a family of Baniy Wāṣil”. 

1.2.4.5.3. Offf-glide in ō and ū
Like in group I offf-glides towards I.P.A. [ ] are audible in ō and ū when 
these are followed by emphatics, e.g. gōṭarat [�go� t ̂r ̂t] “she went”. 

Offf-glides in ō and ū towards I.P.A. [a] are clear when ʿ or ḥ follow, e.g. 
nōʿ [no�a¢] “type, sort”, ǧūʿ I.P.A. [dʒu�a¢] “famine”, misūḥ [mə�su�aħ] “milk 
camel” (there were no instances recorded with ō followed by ḥ, but e.g. lōḥ 
“(wooden) board, panel” would thus be [lo�aħ]).

1.2.4.6. Diphthongs
MzA and BWA have four diphthongs: ay, aw, iy and uw.

1.2.4.6.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw

1.2.4.6.1.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw in neutral environments
In positions not preceded by or velarized consonants *aw and *ay have 
usually become ō and ē.

1.2.4.6.1.2. Reflexes of *ay and *aw in non-neutral environments

1.2.4.6.1.2.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw preceded by X
Like in group I, MzA and BWA have phonologically conditioned diphthongs 
for *aw and *ay in positions preceded by back spirants X (i.e. x, ġ, ḥ, ʿ and 
h. For the latter, see remark below). In some instances, a diphthong is 
audible without being attributable to phonetic conditioning, as in 
sanatayn “two years” (MzA).

Examples with X preceding *ay are: xayṭ “thread”, ġayrī “(someone) 
other than I”, b ilḥayl “very”, ʿayn “eye”, but the only form with preceding 
h recorded is nhēdih “a type of herb (used to treat kidney disease)”.32

Examples with X preceding *aw are: xawf “fear”, ḥawl “year”, ʿAwdih 
“male given name” and a Bedouin verb33 hawǧas, yhawǧis “improvise sing-
ing”, ḥawmal, yḥawmil “bring a ḥamūlah34 for a feast”.

31 Lat. Artemisia herba-alba, used to prepare samn šīḥiy “ghee”.
32 Perhaps the reference was to the Eyptian desert weed Cymbopogon proximus.
33 Verbs of the type CawCaC, yCawCiC (with inserted wāw) are considered to be typi-

cally Bedouin, see Palva 1991:155. 
34 A ḥamūlah is an “animal led to a party to be slaughtered as a present”.
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1.2.4.6.1.2.2. Diphthongs *ay and *aw preceded by velarized consonants
Examples of *ay with a velarized consonant preceding: ṣayf “summer”, 
�̣ayf “guest”, ḥaṭṭayt “I put (perfect)”. Examples with the secondarily 
velarized consonants preceding are: ištaṛayt “I bought”, iḥmaṛṛayt “I 
turned red”, taḥaṛṛaynāuḳ “we waited for you”, ki�ṛayš? “how much?”, 
�̣aḷḷayna “we remained” and also ṣannayt35 “I kept quiet”, �̣awayt36 “I 
returned home at sunset (with goats and sheep)” and ṭaṛaḅayzih “table”.37

Examples of *aw with a velarized consonant preceding are fewer: ṣawm 
“fasting”, ṭawr (pl. ṭīṛān) “overhanging clifff�” and ṛaw�̣ (pl. ṛī�̣ān) “small 
wadi”.

1.2.4.6.1.2.3. Reduction of diphthongs ay and aw
The diphthong in ġayr is often reduced to a and then complementary 
lengthened. Examples are: ġār ánnaxaḷ, mā fīh izrāʿah zamān “only palm 
trees, there was no agriculture in the past” and ʿašān law daggat wāḥid 
minniʾ, ġār kān iyṛawwiḥ l ittaktūr38 “because if it would sting one of us, he 
would have to go to the doctor”.

Diphthongs are much less regularly than in group I reduced to a or ā.
‘Systemzwang’ has preserved diphthongs in e.g. taybīs “drying (measure 2 

verbal noun)” (but not in the imperfect form of measure 1 yēbas “it (masc.) 
dries”), šawlíy “left-handed (sg. fem.)” and mawǧūd “present (adj.)”. Another 
instance may be awʿa “beware, watch out!” (other imperatives 
of primae wāw verbs are with initial ō: ōgaf ! “stand still!”, ōrid! “fetch water!”).

1.2.4.6.2. Diphthongs -iy and -uw

1.2.4.6.2.1. Reflexes of fĳinal *-ī and *-ū
Final diphthongs -iy and -uw, which in part reflect older fĳinal *-ī and *-ū 
are best heard in lento speech and occur both in sentence medial as well 
as in sentence fĳinal positions. 

In verbs the ending -uw has developed as a morpheme signalling pl. 
masc., but also in pronominal sufffĳixes. Examples are: (verbal perfect) 

35 In this example, velarization caused by ṣād is carried through the word by nn, which 
then causes the dipthongal realization in the fĳinal syllable.

36 �̣awá, yi�̣wiy is a measure 1 verb in MzA and BWA. In several group I dialects it is 
measure 4 a�̣wa, yi�̣wiy. 

37 The latter does not reflect Older Arabic ay, but is a loan—perhaps via Cairene—from 
Greek τράπεζα. In e.g. TAṢ the diphthong is not present: there ṭarabēzah.

38 taktūr “doctor” (cf. Cairene daktūr, see Hinds and Badawi 1986) was also recorded in 
TyA, see Shawarbah 2007:419. A comparable example there is taftar “notebook” (cf. Cairene 
daftaṛ, see Hinds and Badawi 1986).
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katab-uw “they wrote”, katabt-uw “you (pl. masc.) wrote”, (verbal imper-
fect) yíkitb-uw “they (pl. masc.) write”, tíkitb-uw “you (pl. masc.) write” and 
in pronominal sufffĳixes bēth-uw “their (pl. masc.) house” and bētḳ-uw “your 
(pl. masc.) house”.39

Anaptyxis may also create fĳinal -uw to eliminate fĳinal -CC clusters, e.g. 
ḥiluw # “pretty, beautiful” (morphological base ḥilw) and daluw # “pail” 
(morphological base dalw).

Instances of fĳinal -iy are much more numerous. Examples of verbal end-
ings are (perfect) katabt-iy “you (sg. fem.) wrote” and (imperfect) tíkitb-iy 
“you (sg. fem.) write”. In verbs where C

3
 = y (imperfect) yimšiy “he walks”, 

ysawwiy “he makes” and yiǧíy “he comes”, etc. 
In MzA and BWA an -iy ending in the 3rd p. sg. masc. of i-type perfects 

is rare. Instead, fĳinal y verbs nearly all have an a-type perfect e.g. nisíʾ “he 
forgot”.40 Final -iy may also reflect older fĳinal *-āʾ, as in (MzA) miy “water”, 
(reflecting the sg. fem. pattern *CaCCāʾ for physical defects) ʿarǧíy “limping 
(sg. fem.)”, hablíy “simple-minded (sg. fem.)”, ʿamyíy “blind” and the sg. fem. 
pattern for colours (also *CaCCāʾ) sawdíy “black”, šaḥabíy “sand-coloured”. 
Although a regular reflex for fĳinal *-ā is stressed -iʾ, -iy reflects *-ā in hniy41 
“here” (in BWA only; “here” is nihā(-niy) in MzA). Final -iy reflects fĳinal *-īʾ 
in biríy “innocent”, fĳinal *-īy in ṣibíy “boy”, *-ayʾ in šiy “thing” and is of course 
also the nisba ending for the sg. masc., e.g. Maṣriy “Egyptian”.

Anaptyxis may also create fĳinal (but unstressed) -iy sequences, as in e.g. 
ʿimiy # “(pl. com.) blind” (morphological base ʿimy) and ǧidiy # “billy goat” 
(morphological base ǧidy).

1.2.4.7. Prosodic lengthening of long vowels and diphthongs
The fĳirst element of the diphthong ay is often lengthened,42 e.g. ʿaːyš 
“bread”, ʿaːyb “disgraceful act”, xaːyṭniʾ “our (fĳishing) line”. Such lengthen-
ing of diphthongs is also heard in some of the dialects of group I (TAN, 
TAṢ, ḤwA, ǦrA and BdA, see chapter III) and also takes place without an 
apparent intention to express extra emphasis.43 

39 For further detail on the development of -uw in pronominal sufffĳixes, see 3.1.12.2.
40 Although labelling the form nisíʾ as an a-type perfect may look like a contradiction, 

the interpretation of nisíʾ < *nasā (after applying the rule described for raising of fĳinal *-ā, 
and subsequently the rule for raising of short a in open pre-stress syllable) is plausible (see 
remark *1 in 3.2.2.5.1.).

41  Final stressed -íy for *-ā is regular in group I. In the dialect of Biliy, however, the same 
-íʾ reflex was recorded for *-ā and also *-āʾ, see De Jong 2000:89.

42  This was not observed with the diphthong aw, but this may be due to the fact that 
aw occurs much less frequently than ay.

43 Lengthening of diphthongs was also reported to be a feature of the dialect of the 
Dawāġrah in northern Sinai, see De Jong 2000:420–421. 
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132 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

2. Stress and Phonotactics

2.1. Stress

2.1.1. Rules for word-stress

In terms of rule order, the rule for word stress follows the rule for elision, 
but precedes the rule for anaptyxis. Stress is of the máktabah-type. Verbal 
gahawah-forms of the i-type imperfect, like yáḥar�uw “they plough”, 
receive special treatment (see 2.1.2.4.). 

Rules for word-stress are:

1) Speech pause does not have the function of a consonant for the stress 
rule.

2) The domain of stress is formed by: 
 a.)  either the last three syllables of a word, including the article al- or 

il- and the verbal an- prefĳix of measure n-1 and the syllable preced-
ing the t-infĳix of measure 1-t and sufffĳixes, if these are part of the last 
three syllables,

 b.)  or, in the absence of an article, infĳix or prefĳix, the last four syllables.
3) Stress is placed according to the criterion of quantity, i.e. vowels of 

heavy sequences are stressed.
4) The following types of ‘heavy’ sequences occur: vCC(C) and v|C(C) 

(including v|(h)).
5) The vowel of the fĳirst heavy sequence from the right is stressed (see 

examples in 2.1.1.1.).
6)  In the absence of a heavy syllable, stress the vowel in the fĳirst syllable 

from the left if more than two syllables are available, otherwise stress 
the last syllable.

An exception may be made when of four syllables the fĳirst three syllables 
are open and contain a, and the last syllable is not heavy, i.e. CaCaCaCv(C). 
In that case the sequence maybe resyllabifĳied as CaCCiCv(C) and is 
stressed on the fĳirst syllable: CáCCiCv(C), e.g. �̣árbituh “she hit him” and 
ṛágbituh “his neck”. This type of resyllabifĳication was recorded in MzA, 
but not in BWA. 

Also if resyllabifĳication is absent, the fĳirst syllable is stressed: 
CáCaCaCv(C), e.g. �̣árabatuh and ṛágabatuh.

2.1.1.1. Stress in words with heavy sequences
Examples of stress in words with ‘heavy’ sequences are: mádrasih “school”, 
áštaġaḷ “he worked”, áttifag “he agreed”, ánġasal “he was washed”, álbuṣal 
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“the onions”, álwalad “the boy/son”, íšštiʾ “the winter”, ílʿišiʾ “the dinner”,44 
árrkab “the knees”, áligṃaṃ “the Moray eels”, álibkal45 “the jerrycans”, 
íliḥṣiy “the rocks” (in the latter two examples anaptyctics are underlined) 
and šawlíy “left-handed (sg. fem.)”, šaḥabíy “sand-coloured (sg. fem.)”, 
ṭilíʿna “we rose”, waládḳ “your (sg. masc.) son”, waládk “your (sg. fem.) 
son”, áṃṃuḳ “your mother” (MzA), štíʾ “winter”, zēn “good”, zēnih “good 
(sg. fem.)”, zēnīn “good (pl. masc.)”.

2.1.1.2. Examples of stress in words without heavy sequences

2.1.1.2.1. Stress in CvCvC(v)
Stress in (C)v

1
Cv(C)46 is placed thus:

(ʾ)v
1
CvC: akál “he ate”, axá� “he took”, ugúm “stand up!”, iǧíy “I come” 

Cv
1
Cv(ʾ): ʿaṣáʾ “stick”, ʿišíʾ “dinner”, mišíʾ “he walked”, duwáʾ “medicine” 

(~ diwíʾ).
Cv

1
CvC: ǧimál “camels”, šiǧáṛ “trees”, ġiṭás “he dived”; wugáf “he stood up”, 

waṛág “paper” and yiǧíy “he goes”, ṣibíy “boy”, biríy “innocent”, ṭiríy “moist; 
soft”.

2.1.1.2.2. Stress in (C)vCvCv(C) and (C)vCvCvCv(C)
Examples of stress in (C)vCvCv(C) sequences are:
(C)vCvCv(C): ákalat “she ate”, (gahawah-form) áḥamaṛ “red”, xášabih 
“piece of fĳirewood”, �̣árabuw “they hit (perfect)”, báladuh “his country”, 
násatuh “she forgot him” and gahawah-forms gáhawah “cofffee”, náʿaǧih 
“ewe”, áḥari� “I plough” and yáġaṭis “he dives”.
(C)vCvCvCv(C): ákalatuh “she ate it” (or MzA áklituh), �̣árabatuh “she hit 
him” (or MzA �̣árbituh), fárašatuh “she spread it (sg. masc.) out” (or MzA 
fáršituh), ṛágabatuh “his neck” (or MzA ṛágbituh) and gahawah-forms 
gáhawatuh “his cofffee” (or MzA gáhwituh), láḥamatuh “his (piece of�) 
meat” (or MzA láḥmituh), táʿaṛagin “you (pl. fem.) sweat”, yáʿaṛaguw “they 
sweat”.
alxášabih “the piece of fĳirewood”, albádawiy “the Bedouin (sg.)”, (gahawah-
form) annáxaḷah “the palm tree”, (gahawah-form) ibtáḥafruw “they dig”, 
ištáġaḷat “she worked”, inbáṣaṭuw “they rejoiced”, ittáfagat “she agreed”, 
tiǧáwwazat “she got married”, takállamuw “they spoke”.

44 But notice a in the article in áššifĳiʾ “the healing”.
45 The word buklah (pl. bkal) is used for a plastic jerrycan in MzA.
46 When v

1
 in this pattern is not preceded by C, it is underlying |a|.
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2.1.2. Exceptions to the stress rule

2.1.2.1. Stress on reflexes of *-āʾ and *-ā
Reflexes of *-āʾ, which have not been raised (see 1.2.4.4. above), will be 
stressed, when they have remained long and thus form a heavy sequence, 
e.g. xa�̣rā “green (sg. fem.)”, ṣifṛā “yellow (sg. fem.)”, bē�̣ā “white (sg. fem.)”, 
girʿā “bald (sg. fem.)”, ʿiwṛā “one-eyed (sg. fem.)”.

In positions not influenced by velarization, -āʾ is raised to -iy (see 
1.2.4.4.) Such raised -iy reflexes are then stressed, even if (other) heavy 
sequences precede, e.g. sōdíy “black (sg. fem.)”, šadfíy “left-handed (sg. 
fem.)”, ḥawlíy “cross-eyed (sg. fem.)” and hniy “here” (only in BWA), 
although more regular for “here” is nihā. 

Also in a gahawah-form, in which the gahawah-vowel has resolved the 
cluster forming the heavy sequence, the reflex of -āʾ receives stress: (šaḥbāʾ >) 
šaḥabíy “sand coloured (sg. fem.)”.

Reflexes of fĳinal *-ā in neutral environments are fĳinal -iʾ. The resulting 
forms are then stressed in conformity to the rules in 2.1.1.2. Examples are 
štiʾ “winter; rain”, miʾ “water”, wādiy Sliʾ “wadi Isla”, simíʾ “sky”, diwíʾ “med-
icine”, ʿišíʾ “lunch”, sifíʾ “healing”, máštiʾ “winter”.

Examples of pronominal sufffĳixes *-hā and *-nā are tanshiʾ! “forget her!”, 
giṭʿah minhiʾ “a piece of it (sg. fem.)”, ǧdūdniʾ “our forefathers”, baʿa�̣niʾ 
“(we) each other” and of the sg. masc. demonstrative álwalad �iʾ “this boy”. 
When velarization has spread, a in pronominal sufffĳixes is not raised, e.g. 
uxūhaʾ “her brother”, binẓabbiṭhaʾ “we do it (sg. fem.) properly”.

Examples of such raising in verb forms in which C
3
 = y are (perfect) 

mišíʾ “he walked”, ligíʾ “he found”, sawwiʾ “he did” and ǧiʾ “he came”. Exam-
ples of imperfect forms are yansiʾ “he forgets”, ytaġaddiʾ “he has lunch”. 

Examples of reflexes of *-ā preceded by velarized consonants are 
álġa�̣aʾ “type of wood (does not burn like embers)”, baṛṛaʾ “outside”, verb 
forms (imperfect) yar�̣aʾ “he agrees happily” and ṣaḷḷaʾ “he prayed”.

2.1.2.2. Stress on fĳinal nominal *-īy reflexes in *CaCīy
In MzA and BWA, reflexes of the pattern CaCīy are CaCiy or (after raising 
the short vowel a) CiCiy and are stressed on the ultimate, which is in 
conformity with the rules formulated in 2.1.1.2.

2.1.2.3. Stress in al/il + *CaCīy
When the article precedes a reflex of CaCīy, the resulting cluster will draw 
stress onto its directly preceding vowel, e.g. ínnibiy “the Prophet” and 
íṣṣibiy “the boy”.
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2.1.2.4. Stress in sufffĳixed gahawah-forms
In forms with consonant-initial sufffĳixes closing the syllable with the gaha-
wah-vowel, this vowel is stressed, e.g. baʿá�̣hin “each other (pl. fem.)”, 
saḥánha47 “her plate”.

With the fem. morpheme becoming -at in construct state, stress is 
placed according to rules described in 2.1.1.2., e.g. gáhawatuh “his cofffee”.

In verb forms of i- or u-type imperfects, the gahawah-vowel is dropped 
when vowel-initial sufffĳixes are appended, but stress is not placed on the 
gahawah-vowel, which then directly precedes the resulting consonant 
cluster, e.g. yáḥar�uw “they plough”, táʿaǧnuh “you knead it (sg. masc.)”, 
yáxabṭuw “they knock”.

Resyllabifĳied MzA forms of the type CaCaCatv > CaCCitv are stressed 
on the fĳirst syllable; resyllabifĳication of such forms cancels the high-vowel 
elision rule and the resulting form is stressed according to rules described 
in 2.1.1.2., e.g. xášbituh48 “his piece of wood” (contrast e.g. wákiltuh “eating 
it (sg. masc.)” and ríkibtuh “his knee”).

2.1.2.5. Stress in vCCICv
A short high vowel is not dropped from a sequence in which the conso-
nant preceding it is phonetically close to, or identical with the consonant 
following it and stress is placed according to rules in 2.1.1.2., e.g. ṭḥálliluh 
“you analyze it”, ǧidditī “my grandmother”.

2.1.3. Stress units

2.1.3.1. Stress in combinations with preposition min and negated personal 
pronominals
Like in group I, the preposition min may form one stress unit with the 
following word, as in mín-taḥat “from below”, mín-ki�iy “from this” and 
mín-ihniy “from here” (the latter BWA).

For stress in negated personal pronominals, see 3.1.12.1. of this chapter. 

2.1.3.2. Enclitically sufffĳixed prepositions l and b

2.1.3.2.1. Enclisis of the sufffĳixed preposition l
Enclitic sufffĳixation of the preposition l occurs only sporadically.49 The 
examples (all from MzA) are ǧā-luḳ “he came to you”, gult-ílhiʾ “I said to 

47 I hear sīn, rather than ṣād.
48 Notice also that the high vowel elision rule is not applied after stress placement, 

hence xášbituh, not xášibtuh (contrasting with a form like ʿílibtuh “his packet”).
49 In as far as such may be concluded; it is not possible to conclude enclitic sufffĳixing 
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136 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

her” (notice that the form is not lēha), aḥsál-luḳ “it is best for you” 
(assimilated aḥsan+luḳ) and aʿmíl-luḳ “I’ll make for you”.50

2.1.3.2.2. Enclisis of the sufffĳixed preposition b
Instances of enclitic sufffĳixation of the preposition b were not recorded.

2.2. Phonotactics

2.2.1. The gahawah-syndrome

2.2.1.1. The gahawah-syndrome: a-insertion in *aXC sequences
The gahawah-syndrome is active in MzA and BWA; a is inserted in a 
sequence XC when this sequence is preceded by a. The rule is:

∅ > a / (C)aX__C(V)

X = any of the back spirants h, ḥ, ʿ, x, ġ

The resulting vowel may be stressed according to rules described in 2.1.1.2. 
Exceptions to these rules with regard to stress in gahawah-forms are 
described in 2.1.2.4. Examples of gahawah-forms are: (*naxl) naxáḷ “palm 
trees”, (*sahl) sahál “easy”, (*axḍar) áxa�̣ar “green”, (*ahṭal) áhaṭal “stu-
pid”, (*šaḥbāʾ) šaḥabíy “sand coloured (sg. fem.)”, (*ǧahlān) ǧahalān “igno-
rant”, (*mahmūl) mahamūl “neglected”, (*maxrūm) maxaṛūm “pierced”, 
(*maḥṭūṭ) maḥaṭūṭ “placed”, (*maxfĳiy) máxafĳiy “hidden” and verb forms 
(*yaxṭib) yáxaṭib “he proposes (for marriage)”, (*yaḥšūh) yaḥašūh “they fĳill 
it”, (*taʿṛaguw) taʿaṛaguw “you (pl. masc.) sweat”.

2.2.1.2. Morphological categories showing variation
Although the gahawah-syndrome is active in forms of the past participle 
(i.e. where C

1
 = X� maXC

2
ūC

3
) like maxaṛūm “pierced”, mahamūl “neg-

legted” and maʿagūḷ “reasonable”, it was not recorded in maxṣūṣ “special-
ized” and maḥsūb ʿala “reckoned with”.

Exceptions are also found with the pattern maXC
2
aC

3
(ah): maʿrakah 

“battle”, maḥkamah “court of justice”, maġrib “time of sunset”.

from a form gult+luh, since stress does not shift (as in e.g. gāḷát-luh) and no vowel is 
lengthened (as in e.g. gāḷūluh “they said to him”).

50 The verb form must be a loan (an indication is also the initial vowel: aʿmil instead of 
iʿmil), see also remark in following fn. 
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2.2.1.3. Morphological categories in which the gahawah-syndrome is not 
active
The gahawah-syndrome is not active in derived verbal measures, e.g. 
(measure 4) aʿṭa “he gave”, (measure ista-1) istaḥmal, yistaḥmil “bear, 
endure”, istaġrab, yistaġrib “wonder, be amazed”, istaʿmal, yistaʿmil “use”. 
Quadriliteral verbs gahwa, yigahwiy “serve cofffee or tea to”, zaġraṭ, yzaġriṭ 
“ululate” and a passive participle mgaʿṭal “handicapped in the legs” and 
ta-quadriliteral tagahwa, ytagahwa “be served cofffee or tea”.

Examples of elatives are aḥsan “better”, aḥla “more beautiful, sweetest”, 
axṭar “most dangerous”, but áġala�̣ “thicker”.

In loans from Standard Arabic (or Cairene Arabic) like maḥkamah (see 
above) the syndrome is not active. Other examples are: raġma ʾann 
“although”, aġḷabiyya “majority”, taḥliyyih “analysis”, ṃayyah maʿdaniyyih 
“mineral water”, yaʿniy “that is, it means”, yaḥṣal “it happens” and another 
measure 1 verb yaʿmal51 “he makes, does”.

The fem. morpheme in construct state becomes -at, also when it fol-
lows XaC (i.e. where a is a gahawah-vowel), so that the sequence CaXaCat 
is the result. When such a sequence is directly sufffĳixed with a vowel-initial 
sufffĳix, the CaXaCatv sequence—like any other sequence of the type CaCa-
Catv—tends to be resyllabifĳied as CaXCitv in MzA. 

Examples are naxḷitī “my palm tree” and gáhwituh “his cofffee”. When 
such resyllabifĳication does not take place, the resulting forms are of the 
type CaXaCatv, as in e.g. laḥamatī “my piece of meat” and dáxanatuh “its 
(sg. masc.) smoke” (for further details, see 2.1.1.).

2.2.2. Articulatory delay in the realization of alveolar sonorants (liquids l, r 
and n)

2.2.2.1. Articulatory delay in the realization of r: the bukaṛa-syndrome
Often the ‘simple’ bukaṛa-syndrome52 creates an intrusive vowel in a sequence 
Crv. The vowel created is inserted between C and r and is in phonetic 
quality guided by the vowel following r. A summary of the rule is:

∅ > v
b
 / -C__Rv

a

v
b 

= v
a
 or v

b 
° v

a
 

R = r or ṛ C = any consonant

51 Much more current for “make, do” is sawwa, ysawwiy.
52 See also EALL 2006 (Vol. II):320–322.
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Examples of bukaṛa-vowels are (underlined): zaġaraṭat “she ululated”, 
tzaġiriṭ “she ululates”, tušuṛud “she flees”, gaṭaṛah “drop (noun)”, kuburuw 
“they grew old”, tufuṛukha “you rub it (sg. fem.)”. 

Examples of the bukaṛa-syndrome inhibiting the elision of a preceding 
high vowel are: tkassir isnūnuḳ “it (sg. fem.) breaks your teeth”, miš gādir 
iyǧīb “he is not able to bring”.

Examples of the ‘greater’ or ‘expanded’ bukaṛa-syndrome creating vow-
els: mitir iw nuṣṣ “a meter and a half�”, ǧamir issiyyāl “the embers of the 
acacia tree”. 

2.2.2.2. Influence of l
Like r, l may also be involved in inhibiting elision of the short vowel. 
Examples are (preserved vowels underlined) tākil imn álbaḥaṛ “you eat 
from the sea”, yinzil išwayyih “it comes down a little”, ʿayyil iṣġayyir “a 
young child”, biyḥawmil alḥamāyil “he brings the animals to be slaugh-
tered (to a wedding party)”.

Examples of ‘expanded’ or ‘greater’ bukaṛa-vowels preceding l in sandhi 
(where the vowel is not a cluster-resolving anaptyctic as described in 
2.3.2.) are (‘greater’ bukaṛa-vowels underlined): šuġuḷ iǧdūdna “of our fore-
fathers”, áṣil ana ǧíbit “because I brought”, gaḅiḷ ir�̣iy nafsī “before I please 
myself�”, gaḅiḷ ilʿU�māniyyīn “before the Ottomans”. 

2.2.2.2.1. The high vowel preceding l in *ʾibil and *raǧil
One of the forms for she-camels is bil, and with article álbil (BWA, not 
recorded in MzA). ṛaǧil for “man” was only recorded once in BWA (and 
numerous instances of yā ṛāǧil). In MzA riǧǧāl (pl. rǧāl) is current for 
“man”. 

2.2.2.3. Articulatory delay in the realization of n
The realization of n is often delayed, which leads to an intrusive vowel 
being realized with an I.P.A. value around [ə], e.g. (here indicated in 
superscript) fōgəna “above us”, ittafagəna “we agreed”, axá�əniʾ “we took”, 
yibənīh “he builds it”. An instance in sandhi is in e.g. (vowel underlined) 
bitḥuṭṭuh fĳi ssiʿin iw bitxu�̣�̣uh “you put it in the goat skin and you 
churn it”.

2.2.3. Articulatory delay of ʿayn following geminates

In isolated instances an articulatory delay of �ayn following a geminate 
can be heard, e.g. binḥuṭṭ ə ʿalēh “we put on it”.
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2.3. Anaptyxis

In terms of rule order, the anaptyxis rule follows the rules for elision and 
stress.

The rules are:

1.) In the anaptyxis rule speech pause has the same function as a conso-
nant.

2.) Clusters of three or four consonants are usually resolved by inserting 
an anaptyctic vowel preceding the last two consonants of the cluster. 
The rule for anaptyxis is:

∅ > I / (C
a
)C

b
__C

c
C

d

I = anapyctic vowel 

The rule holds for word-medial clusters, as well as sandhi clusters.

2.3.1. Word-medial anaptyxis

Like in other dialect groups in Sinai, word-medial clusters (in bold print 
below) resulting from high vowel elision are resolved by inserting an 
anaptyctic vowel (underlined below) preceding the last two consonants of 
the cluster, e.g. 

yurbuṭ + uw  > *yurbṭuw  > yúrubṭuw “they tie” 
tu�̣rub + uh > *tuḏ ̣rbuh > tú�̣urbuh “she hits him”.

2.3.2. Anaptyxis in sandhi

2.3.2.1. Anaptyxis in clusters resulting from ‘colliding’ morphological base 
forms
Examples of sandhi clusters of four consonants caused by the collision of 
morphological base forms, which are resolved by insertion of an anaptyc-
tic preceding the last two consonants: (the fĳirst cluster is four consonants, 
the second is three (both in bold print, anaptyctics are underlined): 

ʿind Rgū̌m Zwayyid53 > ʿind iRǧūm iZwayyid “near Zwayyid’s rock piles”.

53 rǧūm, sg. riǧm is a pile of small rocks alongside a path or track to indicate its direc-
tion, see Bailey 1991:438 and Holes and Abu Athera 2009:246 (glossary).
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140 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

Another example of (word-medial) collision of base forms is: 

# btiṭw + ha w btiḥš + ha tamr # > # btiṭwha w btiḥšha tamr # > # ibtíṭuwha 
w ibtíḥišha tamir # “you fold it (sg. fem.) and stufff it (sg. fem.) with dates” 
(both verb forms are apocopated imperfects).

2.3.2.2. Anaptyxis in #CC and CC#
When speech pause directly precedes or follows CC, the resulting cluster 
#CC or CC# is resolved, e.g. (clusters are bold, anaptyctics are underlined): 
# + ḥǧāṛ kirīmah > * # ḥgā̌ṛ kirīmah > # iḥǧāṛ kirīmah “precious stones” and 
Maṣr + # > * Mas ̣r # > # Maṣir # “Egypt (the mainland), Cairo”. 

2.3.2.3. Consonant clusters resulting from I-elision in sandhi, with 
subsequent anaptyxis
Some examples of clusters in sandhi after I-elision, eliminated by anap-
tyxis (intermediate forms with clusters are marked with *):

(base forms, high vowel eligible for elision underlined) 
w btilḥig iddagīg w btaʿaǧnuh > 
(after elision of high vowel, clusters in bold print) 
* w btilḥg iddagīg w btaʿaǧnuh > 
(after stress and anaptyxis, anaptyctics underlined: surface forms) 
w ibtíliḥg iddagīg w ibtáʿaǧnuh “and you take the dough and knead it”.

Another example is:

(base forms, high vowel eligible for elision underlined)
yimsik alfanāǧīl >
(after elision of high vowel, cluster in bold print) 
* yimsk alfanāǧīl >
(after stress and anaptyxis, anaptyctic underlined: surface forms)
yímisk alfanāǧīl “he takes the cups”

2.3.2.4. Resyllabication of word-medial CVCCICV, and of CVCCIC VC 
sequences in sandhi
The resyllabication of a word-medial sequence CVCCICV > CVCICCV (e.g. 
yíkitbuw) is compulsary, while resyllabication of a sandhi sequence CVC-
CIC VC > CVCICC VC (e.g. yímisk alfanāǧīl) is optional.

2.3.3. Exceptions to the anaptyxis rule

2.3.3.1. Unresolved consonant clusters
Like in group I, not all clusters are eliminated. Especially clusters of which 
the fĳirst consonant is a semi-vowel, a nasal or a liquid followed by a voice-
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less second consonant,54 e.g.: ilḥalb hā�a “this milking”, alGlāʿiyyih “loca-
tion where water from šarafat ilGā� flows into Wādiy Fēṛān”, ʿamaltha “I 
did it (sg. fem.)”, álgṛab “the water skins”, tušġúḷḳ #55 “it (sg. fem.) occupies 
you”, tanshiʾ “forget her!”, fĳihimt lay kēh? “do you understand what I mean?” 
and (with semi vowels) mīyt kīluh “a hundred kilometres”, ištaṛaytha “I 
bought it (sg. fem.)”. But in some cases, also when the second consonant 
is voiced, the cluster is left intact, as in ǧildha “her skin” (where d is 
homorganic with l) and yinzluw “they go down”.

Examples of other sandhi clusters left intact are: int ʿārif “you know”, 
yā bint! # “hey, girl!” and ʿind Biniy Wāṣil “with the Baniy Wāṣil” (see 
2.3.3.3.2.) and gult lēhuw “I said to them”.

When assimilation between the fĳirst and second consonant takes place, the 
cluster will remain intact as well, e.g. (axa�tha >) axattha “I took it (sg. fem.)”.

2.3.3.2. The role of sonority of consonants involved in unresolved clusters
See remarks in De Jong 2000:125–126.

2.3.3.3. Some special cases with regard to anaptyxis

2.3.3.3.1. Consonant clusters with initial geminates
When the fĳirst two consonants of a three-consonant cluster form a geminate, 
this geminate is usually (partially) reduced, e.g. (word-medial) biddna “we 
want, need”, nmiddhin “we stretch them (fem.) out”, tḥuṭṭha “you place it 
(fem.)” itḥammṣ ilbunn “you roast the cofffeebeans”, tǧammr išwayyih “it (sg. 
fem.) becomes glowing embers a little”. Sandhi examples are: nxušš fĳi “we 
enter into”, nuṣṣ kīluh “half a kilo”, bi�̣�̣all56 ṭūl yōmuḳ “you stay the (lit. your) 
whole day”, sinn # “tooth” and ḥaṭṭ # “he placed”, nšidd # “we pull tight”. 

When a cluster contains a geminate and two other consonants, it is 
resolved, e.g. bass igrūš “but sharks”, ṭābb iNwēbiʿ “going to (sg. masc.) 
Nwēbi�”, sitt išhūr “six months”.

2.3.3.3.2. Preposition ʿind + C
The sufffĳixed preposition ʿind takes vowel-initial allomorphs of the 
pronominal sufffĳixes, e.g. ʿindaha “with her”, ʿinduḳ “with you (sg. masc.)”, 
ʿindik “with you (sg. fem.)”, ʿinduhuw “with them (pl. masc.)”, ʿindihin “with 
them (pl. fem.)”, ʿinduḳuw “with you (pl. masc.)”, ʿindikin “with you (pl. 
fem.)” and ʿindina “with us”.

54 For similar phonetic conditioning, see De Jong 2000:123–128.
55 Velarization spread through the whole word, colouring the vowels i (of measure 4, as 

in yišġil) to u.
56 bi�̣�̣all: assimilated bit�̣all.
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142 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

Clusters in sandhi are left unresolved, e.g. (underlined): ʿind Biniy Wāṣil 
“with the Baniy Wāṣil”, la ʿind ṣulbuḳ “(submerged in water) up to your 
waist”, ʿind ǧidditī rḥāʾ “my grandmother has a hand mill”.

2.3.3.3.3. The 2nd p. sg. masc. and fem. pronominal sufffĳixes in consonant 
clusters
Like in group II of the north (the dialects of Samā�nah and �Agāylah), the 
pronominal sufffĳixes of the 2nd p. sg. masc. and fem. -ḳ and -k (resp.), are 
vowelless when preceded by one consonant. This may be concluded from 
stress assignment, but it is difffĳicult to decide whether an anptyctic is 
present or not; especially with a voiceless consonant preceding and a 
vowel following ḳ (in sandhi), there may be a vowelless anaptyctic, or 
none at all, as in e.g. illiy yaṭlaʿ min �immítḳ iʿiṭnī yyāh “whatever comes 
out of your goodness, give it to me”. Other examples are: ḥuṛmítuḳ # “your 
wife”, awṣúf uḳ # “I’ll describe to you”. nāgítuḳ “your (sg. masc.) she-camel”, 
maṭṛáḥuḳ # “your place” and nuxṛútuḳ # “your (sg. masc.) nose”, contrasting 
with nuxṛítik # “your (sg. fem.) nose”.

When assimilation takes place, an anaptyctic is absent, e.g. saṛáḳḳ 
(< saṛág+ḳ) “he robbed you”.

When more than one consonant directly precede, the personal pro-
nominal sufffĳixes take allomorphs -uḳ (for sg. masc.) and -ik (for sg. fem.) 
e.g. xalluḳ gāʿid “remain seated”, ʿinduḳ “with you”, ṣadruḳ “your chest”, 
nafsuḳ “yourself�”, ʿumṛuḳ “your age” and (doubling of n in he preposition 
min) minnuḳ “from you”. The latter example is actually a strong indication 
that we are dealing with a vowel-initial allomorph; n of the preposition min 
is only doubled in such cases (i.e. the sufffĳixed form is not *minḳ or *minuḳ).

2.3.4. Phonetic quality of the anaptyctic

2.3.4.1. Phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyctics
The phonetic quality of the word-medial anaptyctic vowel is a lax and 
centralized [ı], towards [ə], in front environments and a lax and central-
ized [ʋ], towards a moderately rounded [ə], in back environments.57

2.3.4.1.1. Phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyxis in clusters form “colliding” 
base forms
Examples of the phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyxis in clusters 
form “colliding” base forms are: 

57 This is the same as what was described for group I in De Jong 2000:128.
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irm + ha > *irmha > írimha “throw it (sg. fem.)”
šuġḷ + ha > *šuġlḥa > šúġuḷha “hers” (sufffĳixed genitive exponent)

2.3.4.1.2. Phonetic quality of anaptyctics in clusters after I-elision
The phonetic quality of the anaptyctic resolving a cluster resulting from 
high vowel elision is the same as (or near to) that of the vowel from whose 
elision the cluster resulted (anaptyctic vowels underlined).
Example with i:

 base form elision anaptyxis
yisrig+uw¥>*yisriguw¥>*yisrguw¥>yísirguw¥“they steal”

Example with u:

tuktul+uw¥>*tuktuluw¥>*tuktluw5>túkutluw¥“you (pl. masc.) hit”

2.3.4.1.3. Anaptyctics in clusters resulting from elision of �i� from T
Anaptyctics eliminating clusters resulting from high vowel elision from -it 
(the fem. morpheme in construct state) are phonetically conditioned by 
the phonetic value of surrounding consonants: i in neutral environments 
and u in velarized environments (anaptyctic vowels are underlined) 
(examples of i): xíligtuh “his ugly mug”, ʿílibtuh “his packet” and (examples 
of u) ḥúṛumtuh “his wife” and šuġuḷtī “mine (sufffĳixed genitive exponent)”. 

2.3.4.2. Phonetic quality of anaptyctics in sandhi

2.3.4.2.1. Phonetic quality of word-initial anaptyctics in sandhi
Word-initial anaptyctics tend to have a phonetic value of around a lax and 
centralized [ı]. 

Examples of word-initial anaptyctics (underlined): # itkūn iṛfayyʿih “it 
(sg. fem.) will be thin”, zilīṭ iṣġayyir “a young goat or gazelle”, # iymūṣ 
išwayyih “it becomes a little soft/moist”, aḥád imn iṣḥābuḳ # “one of your 
friends”.

Imperatives of the verbs axá� “take” and akál “eat” are ḳuḷ, # uḳḷíy, # 
uḳḷúw, # uḳḷín and xu�̣, # ux�̣íy, # ux�̣úw, # ux�̣ín (initial u- in these forms 
is an anaptyctic resolving a cluster # CC).

2.3.4.2.2. Phonetic quality of word-fĳinal anaptyctics
Anaptyctics resolving word-fĳinal clusters have a phonetic quality near 
I.P.A. [ʋ] in labial and/or velarized environments.

Examples are: baduw # “Bedouin”, ḥiluw # “sweet, beautiful”, daluw # 
“pail”, šuġuḷ # “of (genitive exponent)”, ṭuhuṛ # “circumcision”, ḥumuṛ “red 
(pl. com.)”, zuṛug “black (pl. com.; lit. “blue”)”, īduḳ # “your (sg. masc.) 
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144 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

hand”, bētuḳ # “your (sg. masc.) house”, min gabuḷ # (~ min gabiḷ #) “before 
(adv.)”, ǧamuṛ # (~ ǧamiṛ #) “live embers”, ṛubuʿ # (~ ṛubiʿ #) “quarter”.

Anaptyctics in neutral environments will be near (centralized) [ı], e.g. 
ṣiʿib # “difffĳicult”, mitir # “metre”, giriš # “shark”, Ṣadir # “Ṛās Ṣadr”, wagit # 
“time”, xašim # “long nose”.

2.3.5. Stressed original anaptyctics

Instances of stressed original anaptyctics—like those found in intitial 
positions in other dialects such as íṛḳab or áṛḳab “knees”, íhna “here” 
etc.58—were not recorded in MzA and BWA.59

In BWA stress in the preposition l with a consonant-initial sufffĳix will be 
on the vowel of the sufffĳix, e.g.; # ilhá or # ilhíʾ “to her”, # ilḳúw “to you (pl. 
masc.)”, # ilkín “to you (pl. fem.)”, etc. Forms in MzA are lēha or lēhiʾ, lēḳuw 
and lēkin.

In MzA and BWA the preposition m(i)ʿ followed by a vowel-initial suf-
fĳix will be stressed on the vowel of that sufffĳix, e.g. mʿúh, mʿúḳ, mʿík and 
also mʿī (contrast with forms in some dialects of group VII of the type 
ímʿuh, where the original anaptyctic is stressed). However, forms of the 
type maʿáh, maʿúḳ and maʿík (~ maʿkiy) were also recorded in BWA 
(through direct elicitation).

2.4. Elision of Short Vowels

High short vowels i and u are dropped in open syllables. Short a in com-
parable positions is not dropped (with an exception, see below), which 
makes BWA and MzA ‘diffférentiels’ in Cantineau’s terminology.60 The 
high-vowel elision rule comes before the stress rule in terms of rule order-
ing. The rule is:

I > ∅ / (V)C
a
(C

b
)__C

c
V

I = short high vowel i or u  V = any vowel
C = any consonant

The morphophonemic elision rules are compulsary. 

58 Such forms are, for instance, found in groups II and III of the north (see De Jong 
2000:270–271 and 355, and in group VII in the south (see Chapter I, 1.1.6.).

59 The regular reflex for the pl. pattern *CICaC in MzA and BWA is CCaC. Examples are: 
gṃaṃ “Morray eels”, rkab “knees” (MzA), etc, cf. 3.1.9.2.

60 See Cantineau 1936:49.
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2.4.1. Morphophonemic I-elision

The rule for elision of unstressed I in open syllable preceded by only one 
consonant:

I > ∅ / VC
a
__C

b
V

Examples are (high vowel eligible for elision in bold print): nizil + uw > 
*niziluw > nizluw “they descended”, simiʿ + at > *simiʿat > simʿat “she 
heard”, kubuṛ + at > *kubuṛat > kubṛat “she grew older”, tāxi� + in > 
*tāxi�in > tāx�in “you (pl. fem.) take”, mištiġil (= underlying |mištaġil|) + 
ah > *mištaġilih > mištáġlih “working (sg. fem.)” and taḥari� + uw > 
*taḥari�uw > táḥar�uw “you (pl. masc.) plough”.

The rule for elision of unstressed I in open syllable preceded by two 
consonants is:

I > ∅ / VC
a
C

b
__C

c
V

Examples of immediate elimination of a cluster resulting from high vowel 
elision: tufruš + iy > *tufrušiy > túfuršiy “you (sg. fem.) spread out”, yiktib 
+ in > *yiktibin > yíkitbin “they (pl. fem.) write”.

When an unstressed high vowel follows a geminate, it is dropped and 
the geminate is reduced. The rule is:

I > ∅ / VC
a
C

a
__C

b
V

VC
a
C

a
 = geminate

Examples are: yna�̣�̣if + uw > # iyna�̣�̣fuw “they clean”, t�̣ayyif > uw + nī > 
# i�̣�̣ayyfūnī (< it�̣ayyfūnī) “you receive me as a guest”.

2.4.2. I-elision in sandhi

I-elision in sandhi may take place like morphophonemic elisions described 
above, but such sandhi-elisions are optional, examples are (high vowels 
eligible for elision are in bold print): btílḥig iddagīg > btílḥg iddagīg 
> # ibtíliḥg iddagīg “you take the dough”, byímsik issiʿn > byímsk issiʿn 
> # ibyímisk issiʿin # “he takes the goatskin (used for churning butter)”.

2.4.3. Cyclic anaptyxis rule in sandhi

The optional I-elision rule in sandhi may be applied after the execution of 
the anaptyxis rule, e.g. (the cluster is underlined and in bold print, the 
anaptyctics are in bold print and the high vowel eligible for sandhi-elision 
is underlined): 
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1) twakkil + ʿyālḳ > twakkil �yālḳ > twakkil iʿyālḳ > (including word-initial and 
word-fĳinal anaptyxis) # itwakkl iʿyāluḳ # “you feed your children”.

In this fĳirst example the cluster lʿy is resolved, after which the high vowel 
preceding it lands in open syllable (thus becoming eligible for elision) and 
is dropped.

The rule for anaptyxis may also be re-applied after execution of the rule 
for anaptyxis,61 as in the example: 

2) nílbis + ǧlūdniʾ > nílbis gľūdniʾ > nilbis iǧlūdniʾ > nílbs iǧlūdniʾ > nílibs 
iǧlūdniʾ “we put on our diving suits (lit. our skins)”.

In this second example the cluster sǧl is resolved, after which the high 
vowel preceding it lands in open syllable (thus becoming eligible for eli-
sion) and is dropped, creating a new cluster lbs, which is then eliminated 
by insertion of another anaptyctic vowel.

2.4.4. Exceptions to the I-elision rule

When C
a
 and C

b
 in C

a
C

a
IC

b
 are phonetically close or identical, I (under-

lined in the examples below) is not dropped, and the geminate may be 
reduced. Examples are: ǧidditī “my grandmother”, tḥálliluh “you analyze it 
(sg. masc.)”.

2.5. Assimilation

Three types of contact assimilations can be identifĳied: regressive (partial 
or total), progressive (partial or total) and reciprocal (total) assimilation 
(instances of contact assimilation involving the spread of velarization are 
treated in 1.1.7.).

Apart from contact assimilations of l of the article il- or al- to ‘sunlet-
ters’, l is also sometimes—this is by no means regular—assimilated to 
following ǧ or k, as in iǧǧibneh “the cheese”. alxayṭ b áǧǧilab “the line with 
the hooks (used for fĳishing)” and also ikkīs “the bag”. 

61 The example in De Jong 2000:134–135 only illustrates the application of the I-elision 
rule after the execution of the anaptyxis rule (like the fĳirst example here). The second 
example here clearly illustrates re-application and cyclicity of the I-elision rule.
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Instances of regressive total assimilation are:

n + r > rr birraǧǧid “we pile”
t + š > tš ššīliy “you carry”
t + z > zz zzīd “it (sg. fem.) increases”
t + d > dd ddīr “you turn (fem.)”
� + t > tt axatt “I took”
t + š > šš ššidd “you pull”

Instances of regressive partial assimilation are:

t + z > dz dzīd “it (sg. fem.) increases”
t + ǧ > dǧ dǧīb “you bring”
b + n > mn mna�baḥuh “we slaughter him”
n + g > ŋg maŋgad “fĳireplace”

progressive total:
Initial h- of pronominal sufffĳixes often totally assimilates to preceding 
voiceless consonants, e.g.

aġḷabiyyit + hin  > aġḷabiyyíttin “the majority of them (fem.)”
ǧimāʿat + huw  > ǧimāʿáttuw “their group of people”
tuṭbux + ha  > tuṭbúxxa “you cook it (sg. fem.)”
naftaḥ + ha  > naftáḥḥa “we open it (sg. fem.)”

Other instances of progressive total assimilation are: 

zaġraṭ + tiy > zaġráṭṭiy “you (sg. fem.) ululated”

Instances of reciprocal total assimilations are: 

baraǧǧiʿ + ha  > baraǧíḥḥe “I return it (sg. fem.)”
mablaġ + hin > mibláxxin “their (fem.) price”

In a number of instances the mutual influence of hissing sounds has 
resulted in a metathesis. An example in both dialects is sīǧih (or sīžih) 
> šīzih “game of sīǧah”, in MzA šāz (< ṣāǧ/sāǧ or ṣāǧ/sāž), but in BWA ṣāǧ 
“iron baking sheet”. Additional examples in MzA are šizn (< siǧn or sižn) 
“prison”, mšazzil (> saǧǧil or sažžil) “recorder” and našz (> nasǧ or nasž) 
“weaving”, but in BWA siǧn and tasǧīl “recording”. 
Another example of the mutual influence of hissing sounds is MzA is šamš 
(> šams) “sun”, but BWA šams, and in both dialects šaǧaṛ “trees” is 
current. 
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3. Morphology

3.1. Nominal Morphology

3.1.1. Raising of a

3.1.1.1. Raising of a in C
1
aC

2
īC

3
(ah)

Raising of a in the nominal pattern C
1
aC

2
īC

3
(ah) occurs regularly, but is 

optional. Such raising is not inhibited by phonetic factors.
Examples are: šidīd “intense, strong”, ki�īr “many, much”, kibīr “large, 

old”, ġilī�̣ “fat, thick”, ʿifīg, ʿirīs “groom”, xifīf� “light”. But also forms without 
raising have been recorded: ka�īr, kabīr, ʿafīg, xafīf, etc.

3.1.1.2. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed í
For instances of raising of a in the i-type perfect (with underlying pattern 
CaCiC) of verbs, see 3.2.1.1. below. 

3.1.1.3. Raising of a in CaCCīC(-ah) 
Raising of a in CaCCīC(-ah) was not recorded, e.g. baṭṭīx “water melon”, 
xamsīn “fĳifty”, sabʿīn “seventy” and a verbal noun taǧlīb “throwing out (of 
a fĳishing line)”.

3.1.1.4. Raising of a in CaCCāC
Raising of a in CaCCāC(+) is regular. Examples are: riǧǧāl “man”, ṣiyyād 
“fĳisherman”, siyyāl62 “acacia tree”, kiššāf “search light”, biṭṭāriyyih “flash-
light”, zirgā “blue (sg. fem.)”, ṣifṛā “yellow (sg. fem.)”, ḥimṛā “red (sg. fem.)”, 
girʿā “bald (sg. fem.)”, miṛṛāt “times”, miʿnāt (ḥāǧih) “the meaning (of sth)”, 
Wādiy Wirdān “Wadi Wardān”.

3.1.1.5. Raising of a in �.�.�.CaCāC�.�.�.
When not followed by l or r and not preceded by ʾ, unstressed a preceding 
ā may be raised to i or u. Examples are: (i in) gizāyiz “bottles”, mišāyix 
“sheikhs”, digāyig “minutes”, dināgiy63 “small boats” (BWA), gibāyil “tribes”, 
tikātrih “doctors” and (u in) Ṣuwālḥih “name of tribe Ṣawālḥah”, buwāṣiy 

62 sayyāl is likely to be a folk etymology for sayāl. The connotation must be with ‘a tree 
growing by a sēl (“flood, watercourse”)’. 

63 The sg. dingiy is a loan from English dingy, which must have come through one of 
the Egyptian dialects where the reflex for *ǧ is g and where the English [dʒ] was replaced 
by [g]. Compare this to an opposite development of g in Egyptian ginēh (a loan from 
English guinea), where [g] was replaced by [dʒ] by speakers of ǧīm-speaking dialects, 
who pronounce ǧ(i)nēh. Other such examples are sīgāṛah “cigarette” and gṛām “gram”, 
which became sīǧāṛah and ǧṛām in many ǧīm-speaking dialects (though in MzA sigāṛah 
is current). 
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“a type of fĳish (pl. form)”, min muwālīd 9aháb “born in �ahab” and also 
(as an exception) duṛāhim “money” (but see remark below) and verb 
forms nisāh “he forgot him” and ligāh “he found him”. 

Such raising is however optional, since there are also many instances in 
which it is absent, e.g. masākinhuw “their dwellings”, ʿAzāzmih “name of a 
tribe (living partly in Sinai and partly in the Negev)”, Ḥamā�̣ah “name of 
a tribe”, zamān “in the past”, gabāyil “tribes” and also verb forms ytawāǧad 
“it (sg. masc.) exists” and ytaʿālaǧ “he receives medical treatment”.

When a is followed by l or r or preceded by ʾ or X, this type of raising is 
much less regular, e.g.: �alā�ih “three”, Taṛābīn “name of a tribe”, waṛāuḳ 
“behind you”, marākib “boats” and (with ʾ preceding) ʾasāsāthuw “their 
origins”. ʾažānib “foreigners”, ʾaṣābiʿ “fĳingers” and ʾa�̣āfírk “your (sg. fem.) 
nails”. Examples in which X precedes a are: ʿašān “because”, ḥawāliy 
“about, approximately”, ḥaṛāṛah “heat”, xalāṣ “that’s it!”, ġazāl “gazelle” 
and hawāuḳ “your desire”.

3.1.1.6. Raising of a in �.�.�.CaCá�.�.�.
a in open syllable preceding stressed á is often—but only optionally so—
raised to I in neutral environments,64 e.g.: sináh “year”, šiǧáṛ “trees”, libán 
“milk”, ǧimál “camel”, fĳi�̣áʾ “free time”, 9iháb “name of the town �ahab”, 
a gahawah-form šiháṛ “month” and verb forms ligát “she found”, kitáb “he 
wrote”.

Raising towards [u] is heard in the examples: mā mʿuḳ duwáʾ “medi-
cine”, wuṛág “paper” (though more regularly waṛág). 

Such raising is (usually) absent when ʾ or X precedes, e.g.: (ʾ)aḥád “any-
one” and verb forms (ʾ)akál “he ate” and (ʾ)axá� “he took” and (with X 
preceding) ḥaṭáb “fĳirewood”, ġanám “small cattle”, ʿadád “number”, ʿaṛág 
“sweat” and xalág “He created”, but also ġiṭás “he dived” and mā mʿuḳ 
xubáṛ “you have no clue/idea”.

3.1.1.7. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed A
Both types of a-raising described in 3.1.1.5. and 3.1.1.6. can be combined in 
one rule (see also De Jong 2000:147):

a > I / C
a
__C

b
A 

C
a
 ≠ *ʾ or X A = stressed a or ā 

C
b 

≠ l. I = high short vowel i or u

64 See the rule in De Jong 2000:145 is: a > I / C
a
__C

b
á, where C

a
 ≠ *µ or X and C

b
 ≠ l.
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And like in group I, stress of A does not have to be primary for such raising 
to take place. Instances where stress on A is secondary are, e.g.: ǧibābīl 
“mountains”, min muwālīd 9iháb “born in �ahab”, mikānī “my place” and 
ánwikal “it was eaten”, háwǧisat “she improvised song”, ánnixaḷ “the 
palmtrees” and also in forms with fĳinal raised reflexes of -ā(ʾ), such as 
áddiwiʾ “the medicine” and ássimiʾ “the sky”. 

3.1.1.8. Raising of a in CaCūC(ah)
Like in the pattern CaCīC(ah), a is often raised to I in the pattern 
CaCūC(ah), but instances of absence of such raising were also recorded. 
Examples are lugūnih “a child with keen intelligence”,65 yuhūd “Jews”, 
Suʿūdiyyih ~ Saʿūdiyyih “Saudi Arabia”, guʿūd “young male camel”, ġumūs 
“food dip”, xurūf “lamb”, but also ǧanūb “south”, ʿaǧūz “old woman”, ʿarūs ~ 
ʿurūs “bridegroom”, šaʿūr ~ šuʿūr “emperor (fĳish species)” and also ḥakūmah 
“government”.66

Also when (ʾ) precedes, such raising often takes place: (ʾ)ubūy “my 
father”, (ʾ)uxūh “his brother” and also in verb forms (ʾ)ugūm “I get up, 
(ʾ)ušūf “I see”.67

3.1.1.9. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed u
Like raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed í, a in similar posi-
tions preceding stressed ú is also raised, e.g.: kubúr “he grew”, ġulú�̣ “he 
grew fat”. 

3.1.1.10. a-raising rules combined
If we combine the diffferent possibilities of raising in one rule, this rule is:

a > I / C__CÍ(C)
I = short high vowel u if Í = ú or ū, i if Í = í or ī
C = any consonant

Notice that the rule is more general than the (second) one formulated in 
De Jong 2000:150, since we do not need to make a provision here for the 
fĳirst C not being hamzah.

65 The word was used in reference to a child, who is recognized at an early age to have 
a keen intelligence, and is therefore raised to become a ḥāwiy “snake charmer”. It is related 
to the root l-q-n “learn; have keen intelligence” and must mean “endowed with intelli-
gence” and/or “(to be) taught through instruction”. 

66 See also fn 18, Chapter Two in De Jong 2000:149.
67 Such raising followingʾ is not current in group I (see De Jong 2000:147–149).
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3.1.2. Reflexes of *C
1
aC

2
C

3
(ah)

Examples of reflexes of *C
1
aC

2
C

3
(ah) are: badw “Bedouin (pl.)”, ǧady (BWA) 

“kid goat”, taḥát ~ tiḥát “under”, faḥám “coal”, šikl “shape”, ṣaḥán ~ ṣiḥán 
“dish”, kalb “dog”.

Also: wiǧh “face”, wiḥdih “one (fem.)”, naḥyih “direction”, ṣiʿb ~ ṣaʿb (the 
latter perhaps a K-form; notice the absence of a gahawah-vowel), ṣadr 
“chest”, wakl “food” and ǧidd “grandfather”.

3.1.3. Reflexes of *CaCiC(ah)

Examples of reflexes of *CaCiC(ah) are: kilmih “word”, širkih “company”, 
kitf “shoulder”.

3.1.4. Reflexes of C
1
uC

2
C

3
(ah)

Examples of reflexes of *C
1
uC

2
C

3
(ah) are: bunn “cofffee beans”, rizz (~ ruzz in 

MzA) “rice”, kull “all; every”, aṃṃ “mother” (~ uṃṃ in BWA), uxt “sister”.
Also: Ǧimʿih “male given name”, sinnih “usage” (BWA), middih “period”, 

hinnih “they (pl. fem.)”, zibdih “butter”.
Forms with sufffĳicient backing show u, as in šuggah “fĳishing net” (MzA), 

xuṭwah “step”, nugṭah “police checkpoint”, ġumsih “food dip”, ṛukbah 
“knee” (BWA) (but rikbih (MzA)), ḥuṛmah “woman”.

3.1.5. Absence of I in open syllables preceding stress

Like in all dialects of Sinai, a high vowel i or u in open initial syllables 
of the type CIC(V) preceding stress (on V) is dropped, resulting in initial 
CC clusters. Examples are: ǧlūd “skins”, ʿyūnī “my eyes”, xšēšāt “little 
huts”, Ḥmēd “male given name”, byēt šaʿáṛ “little tent”, blād “land”, ǧbāl 
“mountains”, snīn “years”, gḷayyil “little; few”, gḷāḷ “few (pl.)” and štiy “win-
ter”. Examples with stressed short vowels are: gmam “Morray eels”, rkab 
“knees” (MzA).

Exceptions to such elisions are (loans from MSA) šuʾūn iǧtimāʿiyyih 
“social afffairs”, niẓām “system”.68 Another exception is ṣayd furūsiyyih 
“hunting on horseback” (in BWA), where the influence of r may have pre-
vented elision of u in furūsiyyih (if it is not a loan from MSA altogether). 
For other ‘surface’ forms with initial sequences of the type CiCā�.�.�.�or 

68 Notice also ẓ here instead of more regularly expected emphatic interdental �̣.
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CuCā�.�.�., CiCī�.�.�.�or CuCī�.�.�.�and CuCū�.�.�.�or CiCū�.�.�.�see 3.1.1.7.–3.1.1.10. 
above.

Also in verb forms a short high vowel in open unstressed syllable is not 
found, e.g. ygūl “he says”, tšīl “you carry”, tnām “you sleep”, nḥuṭṭ “we 
place”, tšiddiy “you (sg. fem.) pull tight”, ygōṭruw “they go”. Notice, how-
ever, that in the verb “come” the vowel of the fĳirst syllable is not dropped, 
e.g. tiǧíy “you come”, yiǧíy “he comes” (contrast with forms tǧiy and yǧiy 
heard in group I).69

3.1.6. Diminutive patterns

A number of diminutive forms were recorded in MzA and BWA. Apart 
from the usual forms such as gḷayyil “few”, gṣayyir “short”, ṛfayyiʿ “thin”, 
ṣġayyir “small; young”, kwayyis “good” and šwayyih “a bit”, etc., other 
recorded examples are: sṛaybih “small group (of people)”, byēt šaʿáṛ “little 
tent”, xšēšāt “little huts”, bnayyih “little girl”, wlēd “little boy” and also a 
very regular (i.e. in Sinai) ḥṛayyim “women”.

The hypochoristic -ān sufffĳix, which was recorded in some of the dia-
lects of group I (especially dialects in the east like AḥA), was not heard in 
MzA or BWA.

3.1.7. Pattern aC
1
C

2
aC

3

The pattern used for colours and physical (and sometimes mental) defects 
is aC

1
C

2
aC

3
 and aC

1
aC

2
aC

3
 (stressed on the fĳirst syllable) where C

1
 = X. 

Examples are: abya�̣ “white”, azṛag (euphemistically; the word aswad 
is avoided) “black; dark coloured”, ašḥab “light coloured, pale” (and with 
C

1
 = X) áḥamaṛ “red”, áxa�̣ar “green”, áḥawal “cross-eyed”, áhabal “stupid”, 

áʿama “blind” and áxaraṣ “mute”, áʿaraǧ “limping”.
The sg. fem. forms have a CaCCā pattern, with a fĳinal -ā that has 

remained long and which is often in pause followed by an unreleased glot-
tal stop, e.g. bē�̣āʾ, ḥamṛāʾ. There is an added a following C

2
 when it is X 

and fĳinal ā is raised (to -íy) when C
3
 is neutral, e.g. ʿarǧíy and šaḥabíy.

Most pl. com. forms have a C
1
uC

2
C

3 
pattern, e.g. zuṛg, sumṛ, xu�̣r, ḥumṛ 

and hubl, but some forms that lack velarization were recorded with a 
C

1
iC

2
C

3 
pattern, e.g. ʿirǧ, šiḥb. Plural forms for “black” and “white” are sūd 

(C
2
 = wāw) and bī�̣ (C

2
 = yāʾ).

69 See De Jong 2000:203–204.
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3.1.8. The elative patterns aC
1
C

2
aC

3
, aC

1
aC

2
C

3
 and aC

1
C

2
a

The elative pattern is aC
1
C

2
aC

3
, e.g. ak�aṛ “more/most”, akbaṛ “bigger/biggest; 

older/oldest”, ashal “easier/easiest”, aṣʿab “more difffĳicult/most difffĳicult”.
In MzA forms aḥla “sweeter/sweetest; better/best” and aḥsan “better/

best” were recorded several times without a gahawah-vowel (similarly 
aġḷabiyyih “majority”), but a gahawah-vowel was heard in axaṭar “more 
dangerous/most dangerous” (though also axṭar). aġala�̣ “thicker” and also 
aḥala in BWA. 

Elatives of geminate roots have a pattern aC
1
aC

2
C

3
 (where C

2
 = C

3
), e.g. 

agaḷḷ “less/least” and ahamm “more important/most important”. 

3.1.9. Initial a

3.1.9.1. The article and the relative pronoun
The article may be al- or il-; al- is mainly used when the following nominal 
has Ca as its initial sequence, but this is in no way regularly so. When the 
article is stressed, however, the article tends to be ál- when (underlying) 
Ca or CCaC follows, and íl- when other sequences follow. Examples with 
(underlying) Ca following are: álbaḥaṛ “the sea”, álǧimal “the camel”, 
áddiwiʾ “the medicine”, ássimiʾ “the sky”, áṣṣaḥan “the plate”, but (when 
preceding sequences other than Ca) íliḥṣiy “the rocks” and ílif ʿiʾ “the viper”, 
íšštiʾ “the winter”, but íṣṣibiy “the boy” (underlying form is |ṣabiy|). With 
CCaC following: árrkab “the knees”, ánnxaṛ “the noses”, állʿaf “the bait 
(pl.)”, áššnaṭ “the suitcases”.

When ī or iy precedes the article al-, it is dropped, as in, e.g. f-aṭṬūr “in 
aṭ-Ṭūr” and f-awwalha w ḥatta f-āxirha “in its (sg. fem.) beginning and 
even in its (sg. fem.) end”. 

In some cases in BWA the possessive sufffĳix -ī was not dropped against 
initial a- of a following verb, but an intrusive (voiced?) h was inserted 
instead, e.g. widdī -h-aṣalliy “I want / am going to pray”, widdī -h-anām “I 
want to (go to) sleep”. This not only occurred with following initial a-, but 
also in directly elicited instances like widdī-h-u�̣rub “I want to hit”, widdī-
h-ugūm “I want to get up”, widdī-h-ōgaf “I want to stop”, widdī-h-ākil “I 
want to eat” and also with initial i- following, as in widdī-h-išīl “I want to 
carry”. 

The relative pronoun is illiy, e.g. illiy ʿāyiz luh kīlu, w illiy ʿāyiz luh nuṣṣ 
kīlu “(there are) those who want a kilo and others who want half a kilo”. 

‘Specifying’ ha- was heard used only in adverbial halḥīn (often halḥīnit 
in MzA) “now”. 
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3.1.9.2. Other instances of initial a
Another instance of initial a is aṃṃ “mother” (in MzA, in BWA uṃṃ), 
“we” is iḥna, “sister” is uxt.

Like in group I, plural forms reflecting older *CICaC have a CCaC pat-
tern, e.g. gṃaṃ “Morray eels”, rkab “knees” (MzA), rxaṣ “licences”, ʿnab 
“grapes” (BWA), ḥgan “injections”, šnaṭ “suitcases”, lʿaf �“bait (pl.)”, although 
the pl. for (ʾ)ibrih is (ʾ)abáṛ “needles”.

3.1.10. The feminine morpheme (T) in genitive construction

3.1.10.1. T in genitive construction preceded by a in open syllable
The feminine morpheme -ah ~ -ih in construct state becomes -at when aC 
directly precedes. Examples of aCT + sufffĳix: máṛatuh “his wife”, sánatuh 
“his year”, xašabátuḳ “your piece of wood”. 

In the case of CaCaCT + v(C) sequences in MzA, a special provision 
needs to be made for a-elision in the rule for short vowel elision, which in 
terms of rule ordering precedes the rule for T. This should explain why T 
becomes -it in such cases: since a has been dropped from CaCaCTv (result-
ing in CaCCTv), T is no longer directly preceded by aC, but by CC. There-
fore T > it, resulting in a sequence CaCCitv. Since the rule for short vowel 
elision has already been executed (and this rule is not cyclic!), such CaC-
Citv sequences will not be resyllabifĳied to (after applying stress and anap-
tyxis rules) become CáCiCtv, but the sequence is stressed and appears on 
the surface as CáCCitv. Examples of such sequences are ṛágbituh “his 
neck”, xášbituh “his piece of wood”. 

Verbal forms of the 3rd p. sg. fem. a-type perfect + vowel are resyllabifĳied 
analogous to the sufffĳixed nominals; the rule was generalized to cover all 
(including verbal) sequences: CaCaCat + v > CaCCitv, e.g. (�farašat + uh >) 
fáršituh “she spread it out” and katabat + uh >) kátbituh “she wrote it”. 

The advantage of fĳitting the extra provision with regard to elision of a 
into the ordering of rules is that the T-rule, which holds in almost all Sinai 
dialects, does not have to be customized to fĳit the situation in MzA. 

Also, an advantage of this rule-generalization is that no separate rule is 
needed for the sudden appearance of -it in the case of the 3rd p. sg. fem. 
of a-type perfects when vowel-initial sufffĳixes are appended.70

70  From the point of view of historical development, such a rule would be highly 
unlikely, since the verbal ending is -at under all other circumstances, see verbal morphol-
ogy in 3.2.
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3.1.10.2. The rule for T not directly preceded by aC or v;
When not preceded by aC, the fem. morpheme -ah becomes -it (or -t when 
a long vowel v| directly precedes, see 3.1.10.4.) in construct state.

The i of the ending -it may then be subject to the rule for high vowel 
elision, after which often an anaptyctic vowel is inserted (underlined in 
following examples), e.g.: ʿílibtuh “his packet”, ʿilbítuḳ “your packet”, fátrit 
aṛbaʿ snīn (with sandhi elision and anaptyxis >) fátirt aṛbaʿ isnīn “a period 
of four years”, nāgtuh “his she-camel”, nāgítuḳ “your (sg. masc.) she-camel”. 
In strongly velarized environments T may be realized as -ut, as in nuxṛútuḳ 
“your (sg. masc.) nose”, contrasting with nuxṛítik “your (sg. fem.) nose”. 

3.1.10.3. T preceded by the gahawah-vowel a
Forms in which a gahawah-vowel a is in open syllable directly preceding 
T are treated the same way as forms in which such a preceding a is ‘his-
torical’. Almost paradoxically so, the forms gahwitī and gáhwitu (and sim-
ilar forms like laḥmitī and láḥmituh) show that the gahawah-syndrome 
has created fully-fledged syllables in these nominals, for if the gahawah-
vowel a would have been a mere anaptyctic vowel (i.e. more like in verb 
forms, cf. 2.1.2.4.), one might have expected forms like gahawtī and 
gáhawtu. The fact that the gahawah-vowel a is dropped from (intermedi-
ate) forms like *gahawatī and *gahawatuh thus illustrates that we are 
dealing with a full short vowel a (produced by the gahawah-syndrome), 
since only CaCaCT + v sequences are afffected by the special provision 
made in the short vowel elision rule (as described above).

3.1.10.4. T following ā
T preceded by ā yields -āh, e.g. ḥamātuh “his mother-in-law”,

In one instance *maʿnā (spelled in Arabic with ʾalif maqṣūrah: 
) 

was interpreted as T-fĳinal (as occurs more often in other dialects as well): 
miʿnāt ilkilmih “the meaning of the word”.

3.1.10.5. Nominal ending -it in construction vs. verbal 3rd p. sg. perf. ending -at
The high vowel i of the nominal ending -it is dropped when it is in open 
unstressed syllable, e.g. nāgtuh “his she-camel”, ġaṭṭāytuh “its (sg. masc.) 
cover”.

The low vowel a in verbal forms of the 3rd p. sg. perf. is not dropped, 
e.g. šāfatuh “she saw him” and lāgatuh “she found him”, kāwanatuh “she 
fought him”.
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3.1.11. Genitive marker

The genitive marker is šuġḷ, but in more isolated areas (away from the 
coast) ḥagg is more current in MzA. In BWA šuġḷ is the current form, 
although ḥagg may also be heard. Though not as regularly as šuġḷ, the 
K-form btāʿ may also be heard. The form tabaʿ was heard only once in 
MzA.

The paradigms for sufffĳixed šuġḷ(ah) and ḥagg(ah) are as follows:

e.g.  ilbēt +  ilʿilbih +
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. šuġḷuh šúġuḷhuw šúġuḷtuh šuġḷíthuw
 fem. šúġuḷha šúġuḷhin šuġḷítha šuġḷíthin
2. masc. šuġḷuḳ šúġuḷḳuw šuġḷítuḳ šuġḷítḳuw
 fem. šuġḷik šúġuḷkin šuġḷítik šuġḷítkin
1. com. šuġḷī šúġuḷna šuġuḷtī šuġḷítna

Pl. forms used for humans are šuġḷīn and šuġḷāt: e.g. iliwlād šuġḷīn ilmád-
rasih “the boys of the school” and ilbanāt šuġḷāt ilmádrasih “the girls of the 
school”. Also for smaller or numbers the pl. fem. is used: i��alā�ah ǧinēhāt 
�illih šuġḷātuḳ “these three pounds are yours”.

e.g. ilbēt +  ilʿilbih +
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. ḥagguh ḥagghuw ḥaggtuh ḥaggíthuw
 fem. ḥaggha ḥagghin ḥaggítha ḥaggíthin
2. masc. ḥagguḳ ḥaggḳuw ḥaggítuḳ ḥaggítḳuw
 fem. ḥaggik ḥaggkin ḥaggítik ḥaggítkin
1. com. ḥaggī ḥaggna ḥaggtī ḥaggítna

Pl. forms for humans are ḥaggīn and ḥaggāt: e.g. iliwlād ḥaggīn ilmádrasih 
and ilbanāt ḥaggāt ilmádrasih. Like in the case of šuġḷāt, the pl. fem. 
ḥaggāt is often used for smaller numbers: i��alā�ah ǧinēhāt �illih ḥaggātuḳ.

A preference for the construct state instead of indirect annexation 
could not be concluded from the available data.

3.1.12. Personal pronominals

3.1.12.1. Independent pronominals
In MzA the following independent pronominals are used:
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    negated:
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. hū huwwa(h) mūhū* mūhuwwa(h)
 fem. hī hinnah mīhī* mīhinnih 
2. masc. int(ah) intuw mint(ah) mintuw 
 fem. intiy intin mintiy mintin 
1. com. ana iḥna mānī* míḥna 

Direct elicitation yielded the following negated forms in BWA: māhū*, 
māhī*, mintah, mintiy, mānī*, māhuṃma, māhinnah, mintuw, mintin, 
miḥna.

* In these forms stress is on the vowel of the fĳirst syllable.
For a likely development of the pl. masc. form huwwa—in which reinter-
pretation of morpheme boundaries must have played an important role—
see 3.1.12.2. in the preceding chapter and also De Jong 2000:163.

3.1.12.2. Pronominal sufffĳixes
In MzA the following pronominal sufffĳixes are used:

  sg.  pl. 
3. masc. (C)C-u(h)*1, v|-(h) -huw*4 
 fem. -ha -hin 
2. masc. C-uḳ, CC-uḳ, v|-uḳ*2 -ḳuw 
 fem. C-ik, CC-ik, v|-k*2 -kin 
1. com. (C)C-ī, v|-y (poss.)  -na  
  -nī (obj.)*3

For allomorphs used with the preposition ʿind, see below 3.1.16.
*1 Notice the -u(h) sufffĳix for the 3rd p. sg. masc., instead of -ah/ -ih which 
we fĳind in group I.
*2 The superscript vowel u serves to indicate a considerable degree of 
velarization (accompanied by lip rounding); it is not to be interpreted as 
a vowel, which may be concluded from stress placement and (lack of�) 
short high vowel elisions in forms like ḥuṛmítuḳ “your (sg. masc.) wife” and 
nāgítuḳ “your (sg. masc.) she-camel”. Contrast this with forms followed by 
2nd p. sg. fem. sufffĳixes: ʿilbítik “your (sg. fem.) pack”, nāgítik.

When -uḳ is sufffĳixed to v|, the long vowel colours strongly towards [u] 
before ḳ is released, e.g.: ʿilēuḳ “on you”, fī uḳ “in you”, gifāuḳ “your neck”. 
Contrast these with forms followed by 2nd p. sg. fem. sufffĳixes: ʿilēk, fīk and 
gifāk.

When lip-rounding is already present, there appears to be a slight dif-
ference in the pronunciation of uḅūḳ “your (sg. masc.) father” and uḅūk 
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“your (sg. fem.) father”; the long vowel ū preceding ḳ is more tense than ū 
preceding k.71 

*3 Like most in Bedouin dialects of Sinai72 we fĳind stressed sufffĳixes -ī 
and -nī for the 1st p. sg. com. Unstressed -i and -ni also occur.

*4 Parallel to independent pronominals, the 3rd p. pl. masc. sufffĳix is 
formed with -w, rather than with -m (although a few instances with fĳinal 
-m were recorded).

For the development of second person pronominal sufffĳixes -ḳ and -k 
see NOTE in 3.1.12.2. in the preceding chapter. 

3.1.13. Demonstratives

3.1.13.1. Near and far deixis
Near deixis*2: 

 sg. pl.
masc. (hā)�ah*1 (hā)�ill(ih)*2  
fem.  (hā)�iy (hā)�illih / �illēl(ih)*2

Forms without initial hā- are much more regular than in group I.
Far deixis*2:

 sg. pl.
masc. (hā)�āḳ(ah) (hā)�̣áḷḷaḳ(ah)*2

fem. (hā)�īk(ah)

*1 In pause often �ih or �iʾ.
*2 The forms listed here with initial hā are current in BWA, but occur only 
sporadically in MzA. Another pl. form recorded in MzA was hā�ēlah. For 
presence / absence of velarization in these forms, see remarks *2 and *4 in 
chapter I, 3.1.13.1.

To express “there he/she is (lit.: has come)” or “there they are (masc./fem.) 
(lit. have come)” a prefĳix hē- precedes the personal pronominals, as in 
hēhū ǧiʾ! “there he is!”, hēhī ǧāt “there she is!”, hēhuwwa ǧuw “there they 
(masc.) are!”, hēhinnah ǧin “there they (fem.) are!”.

71 These remarks are based on mere impressions, not on precise machine-aided mea-
surements.

72  See De Jong (2000:3.1.12.2. of ch. I–III) and (2003:163).
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3.1.13.2. Specifying ha-
Specifying ha-, which is especially current in group I dialects (see De Jong 
2000:172–173), was heard only in halḥīn (~ halḥīnit in MzA) “now” and 
once in halyōm “today” (the latter only recorded in BWA).

3.1.14. Interrogatives

mīn is used independently for “who?”, but another possibility to enquire 
after someone’s identity is min (with a short vowel) in combination with 
a pron. sufff., as in min hū-h-intih? “who are you?”.

“What?” is ēš? (~ much less often ēh); “why?” is lēh? (both in sentence-
initial, as well as sentence-fĳinal position); “where?” is wēn?; “when?” is 
mitēh? or wagtēš?; “how?” is kēf�?; “how much?” is gaddēš?; kam + sg.? is 
“how many?”, yāt bēt “which house?” and yāt bint “which girl?”.

3.1.15. Adverbs

3.1.15.1. Adverbs: “there”, “over there (far away)”, “here”, “thus”, “now”, 
“still”, “afterwards, after that”
“Here” is nihā(ʾ) or nihāniy* in MzA and hniy in BWA (�fĳi hā�a is also used), 
“there” is hnuh or hnūtiy (�fĳi hā�āḳ is also used), ġād (with open ā) is used 
for “over there (far away)”. “Thus” is kí�iy or often ki�iyyih (and less often 
ki�iyyāniy), “now” is halḥīn (~ halḥīnit in MzA), “still” is l issāʿ and “after-
wards, after that” is baʿadēn.

* When min precedes nihāʾ, one syllable is haplologically dropped, e.g. 
ímšin mi-nhāʾ or mi-nhāniy “go away (pl. fem.) from here!”.

3.1.15.2. “maybe”
For “maybe” no forms based on the root x-w-f (for undesirable possibili-
ties, e.g. xāfaḷḷah, see De Jong 2000:177) or k-w-d (for positive possibilities, 
kūd see ibid. 178) were recorded, but only yimkin.

3.1.15.3. bilḥayl “very, extremely”
b ilḥayl “very, extremely” is often used in BWA to qualify an adjective, e.g. 
iw ḥāliyyan fĳi liyyām hā�iy fĳi Sīnah māhuw ka�īrīn [.�.�.] miš ka�īrīn b 
ilḥayl�.�.�.�“And now, these days, they are not many in Sinai [.�.�.] They are 
not very many�.�.�.”. Another example is [.�.�.] iw zayy ki�iy b īdēuḳ, 
bitgaṭṭiʿ�.�.�.�alkáʿakih w tuf uṛukha w bitḥuṭṭ ʿālēha lēha�.�.�.�issamin iwlāha 
ḥilwih b ilḥayl�.�.�.�“and like this with your hands you break the cookie to 
pieces and crumble it. And you add, put ghee on it, and (then) it is 
extremely tasty�.�.�.”.
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3.1.15.4. bišwēš “slowly, carefully”
The adverb bišwēš was not recorded in MzA or BWA. Instead, a construc-
tion like šwayyih šwayyih is current.

3.1.15.5. min xawf “lest”
min xawf in the sense of “lest” (see De Jong 2000:179) was not recorded.

3.1.16. Prepositions + pers. pronominal sufffĳixes

In BWA the pron. sufffĳix for the 2nd p. sg. fem. -k co-occurs with -kiy, e.g. 
fīk ~ fīkiy “in you (sg. fem)”. and also lik ~ lkiy “to you (sg. fem.)”. 

In direct elicitation, the -aḳ sufffĳix was also recorded for the 2nd p. sg. 
masc., though in spontaneous texts only -uḳ or -uḳ was heard.

Sufffĳixed prepositions in MzA are:

li + *1  ʿala + *2  m(i)ʿ + *3

luh lēhuw ʿilēh ʿilēhuw mʿuh miḥḥuw
lēha lēhin ʿilēha ʿilēhin  miḥḥa miḥḥin
luḳ lēuḳuw ʿilēuḳ ʿilēuḳuw mʿuḳ miʿkuw
lik lēkin ʿilēk ʿilēkin mʿik miʿkin
lay(�y)*4 lēna ʿalay(�y)*4 ʿilēna mʿī miʿna

*1 The paradigm is mixed; forms like lēuḳ and lēh are much less frequently 
used than luḳ and luh. A similar paradigm is used for b +. The sufffĳixed 
proposition l+ may be enclitically sufffĳixed, e.g. ǧāluḳ “he came to you”, 
gultílhiʾ “I said to her” (notice that the form is not lēha), aḥsál-luḳ “it is best 
for you” (assimilated aḥsan + luḳ), but this is not always the case, as may 
be concluded from stress in e.g. gāḷat luh “she said to him”, tfakkir luh “you 
look at him” (i.e. these examples are not stressed gāḷát-luh and tfakkír-luh, 
which would be the forms in case of enclitic sufffĳixing).

In BWA the short base instead of the forms with ē is more current: lha, 
lhuw, lhin, lḳuw, lkin and lna.
*2 Raising of short a to i in open syllables preceding stressed ē (as indi-
cated here) is optional, but very regular.

BWA forms are the same, though raising of a in these positions is much 
less regular than in MzA.

As independent prepositions both ʿala and ʿa (not only when preceding 
the article) are current.
*3 The short vowel i is dropped when vowel-initial sufffĳixes follow (includ-
ing -uḳ and -ik), but stressed when consonant-initial sufffĳixes are involved 
and ʿ and h reciprocally assimilate to become ḥḥ.
*4 For a remark on lay and ʿaláy, see 1.2.4.1.
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In BWA forms are the same.

fĳi +  fōg +*1  min +*2

fīh fīhuw fōguh fōghuw minnuh minhuw
fīha fīhin fōgha fōghin minha minhin
fī uḳ fīuḳuw fōguḳ fōgḳuw minnuḳ minḳuw
fīk fīkin fōgik fōgkin minnik minkin
fay( y)*3 fīna fōgī fōgna minnī minna

*1 Alternatively one can say min ḥardī “above me” min ḥarduḳ “above you 
(sg. masc.)”, etc.73 
*2 Notice here that the n is doubled preceding the short vowels in the 
sufffĳixes -uḳ and—ik, which indicates that the vowels of these allomorphs 
are not merely anaptyctic vowels.
*3 fay must have developed in analogy to lay and ʿaláy, see remark 
above.

The preposition min is usually stressed in the compounds mín-taḥat “from 
below”, mín-ki�iy “from this”.

waṛa +  ʿind +
waṛāh waṛāhuw ʿinduh ʿínduhuw*2

waṛāha waṛāhin ʿíndaha*2 ʿíndihin*2

waṛāuḳ waṛāḳuw ʿinduḳ ʿínduḳuw*2

waṛāk*1 waṛākin*1 ʿindik ʿíndikin*2

waṛāy waṛāna ʿindī ʿíndina*2

*1 In the forms for the 2nd p. fem. the velarization created by the preced-
ing ṛ is gradually lost during articulation of the following ā. Thus an oppo-
sition between waṛāuḳ and waṛāk is maintained.
*2 Notice that the allomorphs used with this preposition are all vowel-initial. 

3.1.17. Numerals and counted plurals

3.1.17.1. Cardinal numbers 1–10
Independent cardinal numbers are (forms that precede counted nouns 
follow in brackets): wāḥid / wiḥdih*1, �nēn / �intēn*2, �alā�ih (�ála� or �alá�), 
aṛbaʿah (aṛbaʿ), xamsih (xams), sittih (sitt), sabʿih (sabʿ), �amānyih (�áman 
or �amán), tisʿih (tisʿ), ʿašaṛah (ʿašaṛ).

73  Šuqayr (1916:341), however, lists ḥard in the meaning of bi ǧānib “beside”.
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*1 wāḥid and wiḥdih may follow the counted noun as adjectives for extra 
emphasis, e.g. walad wāḥid “one boy” and bint wiḥdih “one girl”.
*2 �nēn and �intēn may follow the counted dual form of the noun as adjec-
tives for extra emphasis, e.g. waladēn i�nēn “two boys” and īdēy i��intēn or 
īdēy �intēnhin “my two hands”.

Some plural forms of nouns are counted with proclitic t- (a remnant of 
the fem. morpheme in construct state), e.g. ʿašaṛ t-infāṛ “ten people”, �ala� 
t-iyyām “three days”.

3.1.17.2. Ordinal numbers 1–10
Only three ordinals were recorded: awwil, �āniy, �āli�.

3.1.17.3. Numerals: 11 and up
ḥidāṣ̌iṛ, iṭnāṣ̌iṛ, �alaṭṭāṣ̌ir, aṛbaʿṭāṣ̌ir, xamisṭāṣ̌ir, siṭṭāṣ̌ir, sabaʿṭāṣ̌ir, 
�amanṭāṣ̌ir, tisiʿṭāṣ̌ir, ʿišrīn, �alā�īn, aṛbiʿīn, xamsīn, sittīn, sabʿīn, �amānīn, 
tisʿīn, miyyih, miyytēn, �ul�miyyih, ṛubiʿmiyyih, xumsmiyyih, suttmiyyih, 
subiʿmiyyih, �uminmiyyih, tusiʿmiyyih, alf, alfēn, �alat t-ālāf, xamis t-ālāf, 
aṛbaʿ t-ālāf, sitt t-ālāf, sabiʿ t-ālāf, �aman t-ālāf, tisiʿ t-ālāf, ʿašaṛ t-ālāf, miyyit 
alf, miyytēn alf, malyūn.

3.1.18. The dual 

Sufffĳixing -ēn or -ayn to the sg. form of a noun forms the dual, e.g. šahaṛayn 
“two months”, sbūʿayn “two weeks”, nōʿayn “two kinds” and -ēn (in neutral 
environments) ʿaṛabiyytēn “two cars”, miyytēn “two hundred”, rikibtēn 
“two knees”, sanatēn “two years”, bintēn “two girls”.

Older forms of the dual are used in expressions for body parts, e.g. riǧlēy 
“my (two) legs” and riǧlēuḳ “my (two) hands” and īdēy “my (two) hands” 
and īdēuḳ “your (two) hands”.

3.2. Verbal Morphology

3.2.1. Regular verbs

3.2.1.1. Regular verbs perfect
In all vowel-types of the perfect and imperfect, the 2nd and 3rd p. pl. masc. 
ending is -uw, the 2nd and 3rd p. pl. fem. ending is -in (including the 
a- and i- types of the tertiae infĳirmae) and the ending of the 3rd p. sg. fem. 
is -at (except in the verb ‘come’, see below).74

74  These are diffferences with group I dialects (see De Jong 2000: several paragraphs 
under 3.2. in chapter I.
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Perfects of measure 1 verbs come in three types: C
1
aC

2
aC

3
, C

1
iC

2
iC

3
 and 

C
1
uC

2
uC

3
. The paradigms are:

  a-type perfect*1 i-type perfect*3

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. kitáb kátabuw širíb šírbuw
 fem. kátabat*2 kátabin šírbat*4 šírbin
2. masc. kitábt kitábtuw širíbt širíbtuw*5

 fem. kitábtiy kitábtin širíbtiy širíbtin
1. com. kitábt kitábna širíbt širíbna

*1 Notice that a (in the fĳirst syllable) is raised to i in pre-stress syllables. 
In a labial environment raising of unstressed a in the fĳirst syllable tends 
to be towards u, as in wugáft “I stopped” and wugáftin “you (pl. fem.) 
stopped”, but wágafat “she stopped” and wágafĳin “they (pl. fem.) stopped”.
*2 When sufffĳixed with a vowel-initial sufffĳix forms are: kátbitu or kátabatu 
“she wrote it (sg. masc.)”. The latter form may be due to influence from 
one of the neighbouring dialects (such as TAN), where the form is not 
resyllabifĳied.
*3 The short high vowel i of the fĳirst syllable is actually underlying |a| and 
is therefore not dropped in open pre-stress syllables. This underlying |a| 
does not ‘reappear’ in closed syllables (in contrast with reappearing |a| in 
some -not all- of the dialects of group I).
*4 Notice that the ending here is -at in the i-type perfect, not -it (contrast-
ing with surrounding dialect groups).
*5 ‘Almost’ širíbtum: one of my informants had a tendency to almost close 
his lips (approximating I.P.A. [m]) when articulating w of pl. verbal end-
ings; one had to look carefully to see that he was not actually producing 
m, because it often sounded as such, also because of the high degree of 
nasalisation which accompanied his realisation of such fĳinal wāw75 (see 
also remarks on the situation in ḤmA (of group VII) and �LA (group VIII) 
in 3.2.1.1. of the preceding chapter).

3.2.1.2. Regular verbs imperfect
Like in many dialects in Sinai, the imperfect is characterized by vowel 
harmony in the verbal prefĳixes. Another interesting feature is that this 
vowel harmony has spread through the entire paradigm and that it 
includes the 1st. p. com. sg. This accounts for the absence of initial a- in 

75  This is reminiscent of verbal endings in group II of northern Sinai, see De Jong 
(2000:3.2. of chapter II). See also remarks in 3.2. above.
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the 1st. p. sg. com. of i- and u-type imperfects, which we do fĳind in many 
other dialect groups (see 3.2.1.2. of the various chapters).

There are three imperfect patterns: yaC
1
C

2
CaC

3
, yuC

1
C

2
CuC

3
 and 

yiC
1
C

2
iC

3
, all of which are characterized by vowel harmony in the pre-

fĳixes:

  a-type imperfect*1 i-type imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. yášṛab yášṛabuw yiktib yíkitbuw
 fem. tášṛab yášṛabin tiktib yíkitbin
2. masc. tášṛab tášṛabuw tiktib tíkitbuw
 fem. tášṛabiy tášṛabin tíkitbiy tíkitbin
1. com. ášṛab nášṛab iktib niktib

  u-type imperfect*2

  sg. pl.
3. masc. yu�̣rub yú�̣urbuw
 fem. tu�̣rub yú�̣urbin
2. masc. tu�̣rub tú�̣urbuw
 fem. tú�̣urbiy tú�̣urbin
1. com. u�̣rub nu�̣rub

*1 Notice the lack of vowel harmony in the endings of 2 sg. fem., 2 pl. masc. 
and fem. and 3 pl. masc. and fem. (in contrast with group I).76

*2 In the u-type—provided velarization is lacking—the anaptyctic vowel 
in the imperfect forms tends to vary, i.e. either i or u. One may hear e.g. 
túguʿduw as well as túgiʿduw for “you (pl. masc.) sit”, but in velarized forms 
the anaptyctic u is regular, like in the paradigm listed here.

Measure 1 verbs with C
1
 = X have the following paradigms:

  i-type*1 imperfect*2 a-type imperfect*2

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. yáḥari� yáḥar�uw yáʿaṛag yáʿaṛaguw
 fem. táḥari� yáḥar�in táʿaṛag yáʿaṛagin
2. masc. táḥari� táḥar�uw táʿaṛag táʿaṛaguw
 fem. táḥar�iy táḥar�in táʿaragiy táʿaṛagin
1. com. áḥari� náḥari� áʿaṛag náʿaṛag

*1 Notice that the lack of vowel harmony in i-type imperfects like yaḥari� 
implies that, from a historical perspective, the gahawah-rule must be 
understood to ante-date the rule for vowel harmony (hence forms like e.g. 
•yiḥri� are not heard in these dialects). 

76 See De Jong 2000:190–191.
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*2 Perfect ḥará� like katáb (see 3.2.1.1.). My BWA informant articulated sīn 
instead of �āʾ, e.g. yáḥaris and yáḥarsuw, etc.
*3 Perfect ʿiríg like simíʿ (see 3.2.1.1.).

Active participles are: hāri�, ḥār�ih, ḥār�īn, ḥār�āt.
Active participles of the type C

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (etc.) for the verb ʿiṛíg, yáʿaṛag 

are not really used, instead for “sweating” one may hear: ʿargān, ʿargānih, 
ʿargānīn, ʿargānāt.

3.2.1.3. Reflexes of older *C
1
aC

2
uC

3
, *yaC

1
C

2
uC

3

  u-type perfect*1

  sg. pl.
3. masc. kubur kubruw
 fem. kubrat*2 kubrun*3

2. masc. kuburt kuburtuw
 fem. kuburtiy kuburtin
1. com. kuburt kuburna

*1 The Classical Arabic ‘Eigenschafts’ verb-type (which expresses a certain 
characteristic) C

1
aC

2
uC

3
a, yaC

1
C

2
uC

3
u has C

1
uC

2
uC

3
, yuC

1
C

2
uC

3
 reflexes 

(imperfect paradigm like yu�̣rub, see 3.2.1.2.). Notice that, like in reflexes 
of C.A. *C

1
aC

2
iC

3
a (such as, e.g., širib), the high vowel of the fĳirst syllable 

of the perfect is not dropped in unstressed positions (so not e.g. •kburt for 
“I grew”). We may conclude therefore that also in the case of C

1
uC

2
uC

3
 

perfects, the u of the fĳirst syllable is actually underlying |a| (i.e. like i in the 
fĳirst syllable of C

1
iC

2
iC

3
 perfects, see *3 in 3.2.1.1.). 

Other u-type perfects are: tuxunt “I became fat”, hī ġul�̣at “she became fat”, 
hinnih ġul�̣in “they (fem.) became fat”, iddinyah suxunat “the weather 
became hot” (for superscript u, see 2.2.2.3.) and innās ku�ruw “people 
became many”.
*2 Notice the ending -at here, cf. remark *4 in 3.2.1.1. above. 
*3 Notice that the vowel of the ending -in colours with the preceding vowels 
(> -un).77

3.2.1.4. Regular verbs participles
Active participles are formed with the patterns C

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (sg. masc.) 

C
1
āC

2
C

3
ah/-ih (sg. fem.), C

1
āC

2
C

3
īn (pl. masc.) C

1
āC

2
C

3
āt (pl. fem.). 

77 Similar colouring was noticed in the imperfect form yukburun, recorded in the dialect 
of the Rmēlāt in the north, see De Jong:2000:191.
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166 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

When the sg. fem. participle is sufffĳixed with an object, it is in construct 
state with this sufffĳix. Examples are: bānīytuh “having built it (sg. masc.)”, 
hī mīhī ʿāyiztuh “she does not want/love him”.

3.2.1.5. Regular verbs imperatives
Imperatives of regular verbs have a harmonized initial vowel, while end-
ings are like those in the imperfect paradigm, e.g. ásmaʿ, ásmaʿiy, ásmaʿuw, 
ásmaʿin “listen!”, ú�̣rub, ú�̣urbiy, ú�̣urbuw, ú�̣urbin “hit!” and íktib, íkitbiy, 
íkitbuw, íkitbin “write!”.

3.2.2. Irregular and other verbs

3.2.2.1. Verbs C
1
 = w (primae wāw)

Imperfect paradigms of verbs with wāw as C
1
 are:

  i-type*  a-type
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. yōrid yōrduw yōgaf yōgafuw
 fem. tōrid yōrdin tōgaf yōgafĳin
2. masc. tōrid tōrduw tōgaf tōgafuw
 fem. tōrdiy tōrdin tōgafĳiy tōgafĳin
1. com. ōrid nōrid ōgaf nōgaf

* The ō in this paradigm reflects older a in the preformatives of i-type 
imperfects as well, as in e.g. *yawrid, and these are presumably older than 
the forms with harmonized vowels like e.g. yiktib. Diphthongal preforma-
tives were not recorded.

The imperfect of the verb “light, kindle” was recorded as yōgid.
The perfects of prima wāw verbs are C

1
iC

2
iC

3
 or C

1
aC

2
aC

3
 (see above).

The imperatives are:

 sg. pl. sg. pl.
masc. ōrid ōrduw ōgaf ōgafuw
fem. ōrdiy ōrdin ōgafĳiy ōgafĳin

The imperative áwʿa was said to occur in that form only (i.e. uninflected 
for number or gender): “mind your head(s)!” is thus:

 sg. pl.
masc. áwʿa ṛāsuḳ áwʿa ṛūsḳuw
fem. áwʿa ṛāsik áwʿa ṛūskin

Participles: 

Active participles have a C
1
āC

2
iC

3
 pattern, e.g. (with velarized fĳirst syllables) 

wāg̣if, wāg̣fĳih, wāg̣fīn, wāg̣fāt “standing”.
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The passive participle for the root w-ǧ-d was recorded as mawǧūd (see 
1.2.4.1.).

3.2.2.2. Verbs C
1
 = y (primae yāʾ)

The only verb recorded with C
1
 = y is yibis, yēbas “dry (intrans.)”. 

3.2.2.3. Verbs C
1
 = ʾ (primae hamzah)

The two verbs “eat” and “take” have similar conjugations. The perfect and 
imperfect paradigms for “eat” are:

  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. akál ákaluw yākil yākluw 
 fem. ákalat ákalin tākil yāklin 
2. masc. akalt akaltuw tākil tākluw 
 fem. akaltiy akaltin tākliy tāklin 
1. com. akalt akalne ākil nākil

Active participles are: mākil, māklih, māklīn, māklāt. Past participles are 
māxū�, -ah, -āt, -īn, which is also used meaning “daft”.

Imperatives are (these forms are considerably velarized): xụ�, x�̣iy, 
x�̣uw and x�̣in. Also ḳul, ḳliy, ḳluw, ḳlin. Notice the absence of stressed 
initial u- in these forms; an unstressed u- may precede in forms like (here 
in superscript) ux�̣iy and uḳluw, but is then—as should be concluded from 
its lack of stress—a mere anaptyctic vowel. 

The verbal nominal is waḳl “eating” and the passive verb “be eaten” is 
ánwikal, yínwikil.

3.2.2.4. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae)

A characteristic of southern dialects is the short base vowel in the 2nd p. 
sg. masc. imperfect and imperative forms. In MzA and BWA these co-
occur with forms with a long base vowel, but in BWA forms with the long 
base vowel are more current than those with a short vowel. 

Perfect and imperfect forms of mediae infĳirmae are:

C
2
 = w 

 “get up”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. gāṃ gāṃuw ygūṃ ygūṃuw
 fem. gāṃat gāṃin tgūṃ ygūṃin 
2. masc. guṃt guṃtuw tgūṃ / t(u)gúṃ tgūṃuw
 fem. guṃtiy guṃtin tgūṃiy tgūṃin
1. com. guṃt guṃna ugūṃ ngūṃ
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168 mzēnah, baniy wāṣil

Participles are: gāyim, gāymih, gāymīn, gāymāt (no velarization).
The verb šāf, yšūf was recorded in MzA with short vowel u, as in šuft, 

as well as with i, as in šift “I saw”.

 “sleep”
  perfect*  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. nām nāmuw ynām ynāmuw 
 fem. nāmat nāmin tnām ynāmin 
2. masc. nimt nimtuw tnām / t(a)nám tnāmuw 
 fem. nimtiy nimtin tnāmiy tnāmin 
1. com. nimt nimne anām nnām  

Participles: nāyim, nāymih, nāymīn, nāymāt.

C
2
 = y 

 “carry”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. šāl šāluw yšīl yšīluw
 fem. šālat šālin tšīl yšīlin
2. masc. šilt šiltuw tšīl / t(i)šíl tšīluw
 fem. šiltiy šiltin tšīliy tšīlin
1. com. šilt šilna išīl nšīl

N.B. Where there is variation in group I dialects between the 3rd p. sg. 
masc. forms biyšīl and bišīl, both meaning “he carries” (see De Jong 
2000:199), in group VI a form like bišīl “he carries” (after reduction of the 
diphthong iy > i) has become homophonous with the form for the 1st 
p. sg. com. “I carry”.

3.2.2.4.2. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) imperatives

Like in the imperfect, imperatives of the 2nd p. sg. masc. often have short 
base vowels and may have a short vowel preceding, as in šil “carry!”, ugúṃ 
“get up!”. Examples are: nām, nāmiy, nāmuw, nāmin, gūṃ / ugúṃ, gūṃiy, 
gūṃuw, gūṃin.

Imperatives used with the verb ǧāb, yǧīb are: hāt, hātiy, hātuw, hātin.

3.2.2.4.3. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) participles

Active participles of measure 1 are formed with the patterns C
1
āyiC

3
, 

C
1
āyC

3
ih, C

1
āyC

3
īn and C

1
āyC

3
āt.

A passive partiple is mašyūl etc.
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3.2.2.5. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae)

3.2.2.5.1. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) perfect

Below two paradigms are listed of perfects of tertiae infĳirma verbs that are 
actually mixed; some forms originate from the a-type perfect, while other 
forms in the same paradigm are originally i-type forms:
In MzA the following paradigms were elicited:

 “forget” “go, walk”
  i-type perfect a-type perfect*2

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. nisíʾ nisyuw*1 mišíʾ mišyuw
 fem. nisyat*1 nisyin*1 mišyat mišyin
2. masc. nisīt nisītuw mišēt mišētuw
 fem. nisītiy nisītin mišētiy mišētin
1. com. nisīt nisīna mišēt mišēna

*1 Another informant, however, claimed that forms like ligyuw and ligyin 
are not MzA. According to him, proper MzA forms are ligúw (< *laguw) (a 
sufffĳixed example is ligūh) and ligín (< *lagin) (a sufffĳixed example is ligín-
nuh) and by analogy one would then also expect ligát for the 3rd p. sg. 
fem. (< *lagat). The 3rd p. sg. masc. form nisíʾ (< *nasā)—instead of 
nisíy—must then have crossed over from the a-type perfect (compare 
mišíʾ, see remark below). for the paradigm of the i-type elicited in BWA, 
see below. 
*2 The verb is listed here as an a-type perfect, since mišíʾ must have devel-
oped from *mašā, and endings in -ē + clearly belong to the a-type (for 
raising of the a preceding the stressed ē see 1.2.3.4.3.2.), but the endings of 
the 3rd p. pl. and 3rd p. sg. fem. (i.e. those with y) are identical with the 
i-type endings. For similar a-type forms recorded in the dialect of Biliy of 
group I in northern Sinai, see De Jong 2000:201. The forms of the a-type 
perfect in BWA are the same as in MzA. 

Sufffĳixed forms are, e.g.: nisītuh “I forgot him” and nisīnāh “we forgot 
him”, which are quite straight forward i-type, but forms like nisǟh “he for-
got him” and ligāh “he found him” point to the a-type. Similarly: hī nísyi-
tuh or násatuh “she forgot him” and ligyituh or (less current) lágatuh 
“she found him”. Other examples (with doubling of n) in nisītinnuh “you 
(pl. fem.) forgot him” and nisyinnuh or (alternatively) nisinnuh “they (f.) 
forgot him” and alternatives like ligyūh / lagūh (after raising ligūh) “they 
found him”.

Imperatives of tertiae yāʾ verbs are apocopated in the sg. masc., e.g. the 
verbs yirmiy “throw” and yimšiy: 
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 sg. pl.
masc. irm* / imš irmuw / ímšuw
fem. írmiy / ímšiy irmin / ímšin

* When followed by a pause or a consonant, an anaptyctic vowel appears, 
e.g. (underlined): írim #! “throw!” and írimha “throw it (fem.) away!”.

The paradigm of the i-type perfect recorded from BWA informants is  
almost identical to that of group I, however (De Jong 2000:201).

 “forget”
  perfect  
  sg. pl. 
3. masc. nisíy nisyuw 
 fem. nisyat nisyin 
2. masc. nisīt nisītuw 
 fem. nisītiy nisītin 
1. com. nisīt nisīna 

N.B. i in the fĳirst syllable of these verbs is not elided.

3.2.2.5.2. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) imperfect

 “forget” “go, walk”
  a-type imperfect* i-type imperfect
  sg. pl. SG PL
3. masc. yansiʾ yansuw yimšiy yimšuw
 fem. tansiʾ yansin timšiy yimšin
2. masc. tans tansuw timš /-iy timšuw
 fem. tansiy tansin timšiy timšin
1. com. ansiʾ nansiʾ imšiy nimšiy

* Verb forms are listed here in their unsufffĳixed shapes; when sufffĳixed, 
iʾ > ā, as in e.g. yansāhiʾ “he forgets her” (contrast with remark in *2 on 
treatment of fĳinal -iʾ in ǧiʾ “he came” in 3.2.2.6.1.).

N.B. Apocopated tertiae infĳirmae 2nd p. sg. masc. imperfect forms are 
very regular in group VI. Other examples are aġḷabiyyah lliy btalghuw 
sakanuw fĳi wiǧih gibil aṣṢaʿīd “the majority of those you fĳind settled down 
in the south in Upper Egypt”, hatlāguh “you’ll fĳind him”, awʿa tans! “don’t 
you forget!” and iw bitiːġluh “and you boil it (a long time)”.

3.2.2.5.3. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) imperatives

Like apocopated imperfect forms for the 2nd p. sg. masc., apocopated 
imperative forms for sg. masc. are currrent, e.g. írimhiʾ “throw it (sg. fem.) 
away!”, ansuh “forget him!”.
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3.2.2.5.4. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) participles

Active participles have the patterns C
1
āC

2
iy, C

1
āC

2
yih, C

1
āC

2
yīn and 

C
1
āC

2
yāt. E.g. lāgiy, lāgyih, lāgyīn, lāgyāt “having found”.

3.2.2.5.5. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) verbal nouns

No instances of verbal nouns of tertiae infĳirmae were recorded.

3.2.2.6. The verb “come”

3.2.2.6.1. The verb “come” perfect and imperfect

 “come”
  perfect*1  imperfect*1

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. ǧiʾ*2 ǧuw yiǧíy*4 yiǧúw
 fem. ǧāt ǧin*3 tiǧíy yiǧín
2. masc. ǧīt ǧītuw tiǧ*5 tiǧúw
 fem. ǧītiy ǧītin*3 tiǧíy tiǧín
1. com. ǧīt ǧīneʾ iǧíy*6 niǧíy

*1 Apart from stress in the imperfect paradigm, these forms are reminis-
cent of forms heard in the dialect of Biliy (see De Jong 2000:204).
*2 But when sufffĳixed: hū ǧānī “he came to me”, but both hū ǧāuḳ and hū 
ǧĪ uḳ (i.e. not with IPA [i�], but with lengthened [ı]: [dʒı�uḳ]) were heard for 
“he came to you (sg. masc.)” and also hū ǧiːk (IPA [dʒı�k]) “he came to you 
(sg. fem.)”.
*3 n is doubled when followed by a vowel-initial pronominal sufffĳix, as in 
tiǧínnu fĳi dāṛuh and ǧītínnu fĳi dāṛuh, and also doubling of the n when fol-
lowed by a consonant-initial sufffĳix, including those of the 2nd p. sg.: 
ǧinnuḳ / ǧinnik “they (fem.) came to you sg. masc. / sg. fem.”.
*4 In rapid speech byiǧíy may be realized as biǧíy, making it homopho-
nous with the form for 1st p. sg. com., e.g. fĳi ṣṣayf biǧíy rīḥ ki�īr, iw fīh fĳi 
lmaštiʾ byiǧíy rīḥ ki�īr “in summer a lot of wind comes, and there are (times 
also) in winter that a lot of wind comes”. 
*5 Notice the apocopated imperfect form for the 2nd. p. sg. masc., which 
is in complete conformity with the treatment of tertia yāʾ verbs. 
*6 The form aǧíy came out through direct elicitation in MzA, but the form 
iǧíy is more logical and was indeed recorded regularly in MzA and also in 
BWA.

3.2.2.6.2. The verb “come” imperatives
Imperatives used with the verb “come” are: taʿāl, taʿāliy, taʿāluw, taʿālin.
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3.2.2.6.3. The verb “come” participles
Participles of the verb “come” are: ǧāy, ǧāyih, ǧāyīn, ǧāyāt.

3.2.2.7. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

3.2.2.7.1. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) perfect and imperfect

 “stretch”
  perfect*  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. madd madduw ymidd ymidduw
 fem. maddat maddin tmidd ymiddin
2. masc. middēt middētuw tmidd tmidduw
 fem. middētiy middētin tmiddiy tmiddin
1. com. middēt middēna imidd nmidd  
  

* Raising of a in closed syllable preceding stressed ē is regular (like in the 
dialect of Biliy of group I in the north and also in groups II78 and VII. See 
also remark to the perfect paradigm in 3.2.3.5.2.

When the geminate is velarized, the ē of the ending is diphthongal ay, 
as in e.g. ḥaṭṭayt “I placed”. a in closed syllable preceding ay is not raised. 
When the geminate is velarized, the imperfect usually has u as a base 
vowel, e.g. yḥuṭṭ “place”. 

3.2.2.7.2. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) imperatives

Imperatives of mediae geminate verbs are e.g. šidd, šiddiy, šidduw, šiddin 
“pull!” and with base vowel u: ḥuṭṭ, ḥuṭṭiy, ḥutṭṭuw, ḥuṭṭin “place!”. 

3.2.2.7.3. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Active participles geminate verbs are e.g.: mādd, māddih, māddīn, māddāt.
Passive participles may be subject to the gahawah-rule when C

1
 = X, e.g. 

maḥaṭūṭ “placed”, but this was not heard in maxṣūṣ “special”.

3.2.3. Derived measures

3.2.3.1. Measure n-1

3.2.3.1.1. Measure n-1 sound roots
Measure n-1 is used to express the passive. The underlying patterns are 
anC

1
aC

2
aC

3
, yinC

1
aC

2
iC

3
.
 
The vowel of the preformative (in both perfect 

and imperfect) may be stressed in positions eligible for stress and surface 

78 For the dialect of Biliy, see De Jong 2000:205. For group II, see ibid.:309.
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forms often show raised a, e.g. ángiṭaʿ, yíngiṭiʿ “be cut”, ánwikal, yínwikil 
“be eaten”. The paradigms are:

 “rejoice”
  perfect  imperfect*
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. ánbiṣaṭ inbáṣaṭuw yínbiṣiṭ yinbáṣṭuw
 fem. inbáṣaṭat inbáṣaṭin tínbiṣiṭ yinbáṣṭin
2. masc. inbaṣáṭt inbaṣáṭtuw tínbiṣiṭ tinbáṣṭuw
 fem. inbaṣáṭtiy inbaṣáṭtin tinbáṣṭiy tinbáṣṭin
1. com. inbaṣáṭt inbaṣáṭna ínbiṣiṭ nínbiṣiṭ

* In the imperfect forms the underlying |a| ‘reappears’ in syllables closed by 
C

2
 (here ṣ) after elision of i preceding C

3
 (here ṭ). The fact that the i preceding 

ṣ is actually underlying |a| can also be concluded from the fact that it is not 
elided from forms like yinbiṣiṭ (i.e. the form is not yín(i)bṣiṭ; a form which 
would be analogous in terms of elision and anaptyxis to a form like yíkitbuw). 
In a similar manner, the participles are formed using the underlying pattern 
minC

1
aC

2
iC

3
, e.g. mínbiṣiṭ, minbaṣṭah, minbaṣṭīn, minbaṣṭāt “rejoicing”.

The inflectional base of the verb has been reinterpreted as underlying 
|inbaṣiṭ|, instead of |nbaṣiṭ|; verbal prefĳixes are then vowelless (i.e. y-, t- and 
n-) and for the 1st p. sg. com. the prefĳix is ∅ (see also below inšāl in 3.2.3.1.3.).

3.2.3.1.2. Measure n-1 C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Patterns for perfect and imperfect of measure n-1 of medial geminate 
verbs are: inC

1
aC

2
C

3
 and yinC

1
aC

2
C

3
, e.g. inḥaṭṭ, yinḥaṭṭ “be placed” and 

inṣabb, yinṣabb “be poured”.79

3.2.3.1.3. Measure n-1 C
2
 = y or w (mediae infĳirmae)

The patterns for perfect and imperfect of measure n-1 of medial weak 
verbs are: inC

1
āC

3
 and yinC

1
āC

3
, e.g. 

 “be carried”
  perfect  imperfect*
  sg. pl. sg.  pl.
3. masc. inšāl inšāluw yinšāl yinšāluw
 fem. inšālat inšālin tinšāl yinšālin
2. masc. inšilt inšiltuw tinšāl tinšāluw
 fem. inšiltiy inšiltin tinšāliy tinšālin
1. com. inšilt inšilne inšāl* ninšāl

* Notice the absence of vowel harmony, and the paradigmatically fĳixed 
intital i-.

79 It is unsure whether the initial vowel of the perfect is a- (i.e. anḥaṭṭ) or i-.
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3.2.3.1.4. Measure n-1 C
2
 = y or w (mediae infĳirmae) participles

Participles are shaped on the pattern minC
1
āC

3
: minšāl, minšālah, minšālīn, 

minšālāt “carried away, removed”.

3.2.3.2. Measure t-1
No instances of measure t-1 were recorded in these dialects.

3.2.3.3. Measure 1-t

3.2.3.3.1. Measure 1-t sound roots
Underlying patterns for measure 1-t are: aC

1
taC

2
aC

3 
yiC

1
taC

2
iC

3
. Like in 

measure n-1, raised a is found in unstressed syllables of the surface forms, 
e.g.: áštiġal, yíštiġil “work”, áttifag, yíttifĳig “agree” and ástuwa, yístiwiy 
“ripen; be cooked (of food)”. Paradigms for C

3
= y are:

 “buy”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. áštaṛa áštaṛuw yíštiriy yíštiruw
 fem. áštaṛat áštaṛin tíštiriy yíštirin 
2. masc. ištaṛayt ištaṛaytuw tíštiriy tíštiruw 
 fem. ištaṛaytiy ištaṛaytin tíštiriy tíštirin 
1. com. ištaṛayt ištaṛayna íštiriy níštiriy 

3.2.3.3.2. Measure 1-t C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae)

An example of a medial weak measure 1-t verb is iḥtāǧ, yiḥtāǧ “need”. 

3.2.3.3.3. Measure 1-t C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

An example of a medial geminate measure 1-t verb is iʿtazz, yiʿtazz (bi) “be 
proud (of)”.

3.2.3.3.4. Measure 1-t participles
Patterns for measure 1-t participles are miC

1
tiC

2
iC

3 
(underlying miC

1
taC

2
iC

3
), 

miC
1
taC

2
C

3
ah/ih, miC

1
taC

2
C

3
īn, miC

1
taC

2
C

3
āt.

Examples are: míštiġil “working”, miftársih “predatory (of animals)”, 
místiwiy “ripe, cooked (sg. masc.)”, mistáwyih “ripe cooked (sg. fem.)”. mít-
tifĳig “agreed (sg. masc.)”, mittafgāt “agreed (pl. fem.)” and míʿtiniy “taking 
care of, providing for”.

Examples of participles of medial geminate and medial weak verbs are: 
miḥtāǧ “in need”, miltammīn “having gathered (pl. masc.)”.

One example of a passive 1-t participle is mittahamīn “accused (pl. 
masc.)” (cf. C.A. root w-h-m).
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3.2.3.4. Measure ista-1

3.2.3.4.1. Measure ista-1 sound roots
Like measure 2, measure ista-1 has morphologically alternating short 
vowels: a in the perfect and i in the imperfect. The paradigms are:

 “ask for information”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. istafham istafhamuw yistafhim yistáfĳihmuw
 fem. istafhamat istafhamin tistafhim yistáfĳihmin
2. masc. istafhamt istafhamtuw tistafhim tistáfĳihmuw
 fem. istafhamtiy istafhamtin tistáfĳihmiy tistáfĳihmin
1. com. istafhamt istafhamna astafhim nistafhim

3.2.3.4.2. Measure ista-1 C
2
 = y (mediae infĳirmae)

Measure ista-1 verbs of medial weak roots were not recorded.

3.2.3.4.3. Measure ista-1 C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae)

Measure ista-1 verbs of fĳinal weak roots were not recorded.

3.2.3.4.4. Measure ista-1 verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Patterns for medial geminate measure ista-1 verbs are: istaC
1
aC

2
C

3
, 

yistaC
1
iC

2
C

3
, an example is (i)staʿadd, yistaʿidd “prepare oneself�”. 

Short a in the perfect preceding stressed ē may be raised (e.g. istaʿaddēt 
> istaʿiddēt), see also remarks in 3.2.2.7.1. and 3.2.3.5.2.

3.2.3.4.5. Measure ista-1 participles
Participles of measure ista-1 verbs have the pattern mistaC

1
C

2
iC

3
, e.g. 

mistaʿǧil “in a hurry”.
For mediae geminatae the pattern is mistaC

1
iC

2
C

3
: mistaʿidd “having 

prepared, ready”.

3.2.3.5. Measures 2 and t-2
Measure 2 has morphologically alternating short vowels: a in the perfect 
and i in the imperfect. The patterns are: C

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
, yC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
.

Measure t-2 has morphologically fĳixed a. The patterns are taC
1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
, 

ytaC
1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
.

3.2.3.5.1. Examples of measure 2 sound roots
Like in group I, the high vowel i of imperfect measure 2 may be elided in 
open syllables. The inital geminate of the resulting cluster may then be 
reduced. Examples are: yẓabbṭuw “they do a proper job”, bitṭallʿuw giṣāyid 
“you (pl. masc.) recite (lit. bring up) poems”, biybarrkuw ʾaṣīl “they let a 
throughbred cover”, the latter in I.P.A. [bı j�bark�w ¨ �s^ei�l]. 
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Similar elisions may take place in sandhi, as in tḥammṣ ilbunn “you 
roast the cofffee beans” and w itxalliy tǧammr išwayyih “and you let it 
(burn) a little (to) become glowing embers”. 

r or l following the high vowel i may inhibit its morphophonemic 
elision, e.g. itfassiruh “you explain it” and biyʾassirin imʿúḳ išwayyih “they 
(pl. fem.) have some influence on you”. 

When C
2
 = C

3
, the elision of i does not take place, but the geminate may 

be reduced, e.g. tḥálliluh “you analyze it” (I.P.A. [ət�ħalıl�h]).

3.2.3.5.2. Measure 2 tertiae infĳirmae
Paradigms for measure 2 tertiae infĳirmae verbs are:

  perfect*1  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. sawwiʾ*2 sawwuw ysawwiy ysawwuw 
 fem. sawwat sawwin tsawwiy ysawwin
2. masc. suwwēt suwwētuw tsaww/-iy tsawwuw
 fem. suwwētiy suwwētin tsawwiy tsawwin 
1. com. suwwēt suwwēniʾ asawwiy nsawwiy

*1 For raising of a in closed syllable preceding stressed ē see remark in 
3.2.2.7.1.
*2 Like in forms of the imperfect (see remark * in 3.2.2.5.2.) fĳinal -iʾ > -ā 
when sufffĳixed, e.g. sawwāh “he did it”.

3.2.3.5.3. Examples of measure 2 primae hamzah
The verb “feed” is wakkal, ywakkil, e.g. ḥatta mā ywakklūne # “so that they 
wouldn’t give us food”, giʿadna šahaṛayn, fĳi lǧbāl hā�iy binḥūm. innās 
kānat bitxāf̣ itwakkilne “we stayed two months in these mountains as we 
moved around. People were afraid to give us food”.

3.2.3.5.4. Measure t-2 imperfect and perfect
In measure t-2 the vowel a is morphologically fĳixed for the perfect and 
imperfect. Patterns are taC

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
, ytaC

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
.

Unlike the situation in group I dialects (especially so in those of the 
Rmēlāt and Sawārkah, see De Jong 2000:212), the ta- prefĳix in the perfect 
and imperfect of measure t-2 is stable and is hardly ever reduced to (i)t-.

When the imperfect preformative t- of the 3rd p. sg. fem. and of the 2nd. 
p. sg. and pl. masc. and fem. precedes, the resulting sequence tta- is 
reduced to ta-.80 For tertiae infĳirmae t-2 verbs the paradigms are:

80 I have referred to this before as a haplological drop of the verbal prefĳix ta- (from an 
initial sequence *tata-). This interpretation however pre-supposes verbal imperfect pre-
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 “have lunch”
  perfect*1  imperfect*1

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. taġaddiʾ taġadduw ytaġaddiʾ ytaġadduw
 fem. taġaddat taġaddin taġaddiʾ ytaġaddin
2. masc. taġaddēt taġaddētuw taġadd*2 taġadduw
 fem. taġaddētiy taġaddētin taġaddiy taġaddin
1. com. taġaddēt taġaddēniʾ ataġaddiʾ ntaġaddiʾ

*1 With a verb like taʿašša, ytaʿašša “have dinner” raising of a in the ta-
prefĳix is regular, e.g. (perfect) tiʿaššat, tiʿaššēt and (imperfect) 2nd p. sg. 
masc. tiʿašš.

Notice that the 3rd. p. pl. masc. and fem. of the perfect have become 
homophonic with the 2nd p. pl. masc. and fem. (respectively) of the 
imperfect. And the 3rd p. sg. masc. of the perfect is homophonic with the 
3rd. p. sg. fem. of the imperfect. 

Raising of fĳinal *-ā is indicated here as -iʾ, but phonetic values may also 
be slightly lower (i.e. nearer to I.P.A. [eº]). 
*2 Notice also apocopation.

3.2.3.5.5. Measures 2 and t-2 verbal nouns
Verbal nouns for measure 2 have a taC

1
C

2
īC

3
 pattern, e.g. taǧlīb “throwing 

out (of a fĳish line)”, taybīs “drying (trans.)”, tadrīb “training (trans.)” and a 
gahawah-form taḥadīr “coming down”. 

A C
3
 = y verbal noun is found in tirbāt álǧimal “training the camel”.

Verbal nouns for measure t-2 were not recorded. For the quadriliteral 
verb taʿaknan, ytaʿaknan “be annoyed”, however, the verbal noun tʿiknin 
was recorded.

3.2.3.5.6. Measures 2 and t-2 participles
Active participles of measure 2 have a mC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, -īn, -āt) 

pattern, e.g. mʿaggid “travelling”, mʿallig “keeping suspended”, for C
3
 = y 

msawwiy, msawwyih etc., “making, doing” and for C
2
 = C

3
 mǧaddid, 

mǧaddidih (without elision of the short vowel i), etc. “renewing”.
The pattern for the passive measure 2 participle is mC

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3 
(-ih/-ah, 

-īn, -āt), e.g.: mlawwan “coloured”, mnaššaf “dried, hardened” and mtallal 
“piled up”, for C

3
 = y msawwa, msawwayih etc., “made, done” and for C

2
 = C

3
 

mǧaddad, mǧaddadih etc. “renewed”. 

fĳixes like ta-, ya-, and na-, whereas these are actually t-, y- and n- (the latter two implying 
the fĳirst). The interpretation of reduction of the initial geminate is therefore preferred 
here.
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The pattern for measure t-2 active participles is mtaC
1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, 

-īn, -āt), but in participles often the ta- prefĳix has been reduced to t- (pat-
tern mitC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, -īn, -āt), e.g. mitʾaṣṣil “deep-rooted”, mitḥaddir 

(min) “originating (from)”, mitǧawwiz “married” and for C
3
 = y) mtaġaddiy, 

mtaġaddyih etc. “having eaten lunch” and also mitḥarriy, mitḥarryih etc. 
“striving for, aspiring”. 

3.2.3.6. Measures 3 and t-3
Like measure 2, measure 3 has morphologically alternating vowels: i in the 
imperfect and a in the perfect. Patterns for measure 3 are: C

1
āC

2
aC

3
, 

yC
1
āC

2
iC

3
. 

Measure t-3 has morphologically fĳixed a in the perfect and imperfect, 
and like in measure t-2, the ta-preformative is not often reduced to t-. Pat-
terns for measure t-3 are: taC

1
āC

2
aC

3
, ytaC

1
āC

2
iC

3
.

Also like in measure t-2, the ta- preformative of measure t-3 in the per-
fect is usually not reduced to (i)t-.

3.2.3.6.1. Examples of measures 3 and t-3
Paradigms for measure 3 are:

 “quarrel”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. kāwan kāwanuw ykāwin ykāwnuw
 fem. kāwanat kāwanin tkāwin ykāwnin
2. masc. kāwant kāwantin tkāwin tkāwnuw
 fem. kāwantiy kāwantuw tkāwniy tkāwnin
1. com. kāwant kāwanna akāwin nkāwin

Some sufffĳixed examples are: sufffĳixed: kāwanatuh (stressed on fĳirst sylla-
ble) “she quarrelled with him”, kāwannāh “we quarrelled with him”, 
kāwantinnuh “you (pl. fem.) quarrelled with him” and (imperfect) tkāwnīh 
“you (sg. fem.) quarrel with him”, ykāwninnuh “they (fem.) quarrel with 
him”, ykāwnūh “they (masc.) quarrel with him”.
A C

3
 = y verb has the following paradigms: 

 “meet”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. lāga lāguw*1 ylāgiy ylāguw
 fem. lāgat lāgin*1 tlāgiy ylāgin 
2. masc. lāgēt lāgētuw tlāg*2/-iy tlāguw
 fem. lāgētiy lāgētin tlāgiy tlāgin
1. com. lāgēt lāgēna alāgiy nlāgiy 
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*1 Notice the absence of vowel harmony in the endings: -uw and -in 
instead of -aw and -an current in group I.
*2 Apocopated 2nd p. sg. masc. imperfect forms also occur in measure 3.

Some examples of sufffĳixed forms are: hū lāgāh “he met/found him”, hī lāgátuḳ 
“she met/found you (sg. masc.)”, hī lāgatuh “she met/found him” (cf. 3.1.10.5.) 
and hinnah biylāginnuḳ /-innik “they meet/fĳind you (sg. masc./fem.)”.

Examples for measure t-3 are: [kān] bintaṛāfag iw bintasābag “we used to 
travel together and race together” and (for C

3
 = y) bukṛah hantalāga “tomor-

row we’ll meet”, huwwa ytalāguw “they meet”, intin talāgin (like in measure 
t-2, initial tta- is reduced to ta-, cf. 3.2.3.5.4.) “you (pl. fem.) meet”. The vowel 
a preceding stress may be raised, as in the example ytiʿālaǧ “he receives 
medical treatment” and the perfect tiḥālafuw “they became allies”.

Notice again the absence of vowel harmony in the 3rd and 2nd p. pl. masc. 
and sg.: -uw and -in, contrasting with -aw or -ow and -an in group I.

3.2.3.6.2. Measures 3 and t-3 participles
Active participles of measure 3 have the pattern mC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, -īn, 

-āt), e.g. mǧāhdīn “fĳighting (pl. masc.) in a ǧihād”, mkāf ʾih “compensating 
(sg. fem.)”.

A passive participle (pattern mC
1
āC

2
aC

3
) is mṭāradīn “having been 

pushed back (in a fĳight)”.
Active participles of measure t-3 have the pattern mtaC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 or 

mitC
1
āC

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, -īn, -āt); like in participles of measure t-2 (cf. 3.2.3.5.6.), 

the ta- preformative is often reduced to (i)t-. Both mtawāǧdih and 
mitwāǧdih “present (sg. fem.)” were recorded and also mithāyig lay “it 
seems to me” (cf. MSA root h-y-ʾ).

3.2.3.6.3. Measures 3 and t-3 verbal nouns
A verbal noun for measure 3 that was recorded is ǧihād “war against 
unbelievers” and another is msāʿadah “help, assistance”. Verbal nouns of 
the type tC

1
ēC

2
iC

3
 were not recorded.81

3.2.3.7. Measure 4

3.2.3.7.1. Measure 4 sound roots perfect and imperfect
Like in many Bedouin dialects of Sinai, verbal measure 4 is found in group 
VI as well.

81 Such as they have been reported for the dialect of the Aḥaywāt of group I, see Stewart 
1990: 186 (text 69) and 118 (text 37).
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The patterns are aC
1
C

2
aC

3 
for the perfect and yiC

1
C

2
iC

3
. The paradigms 

are:

 “have breakfast”
  perfect  imperfect*2

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. áfṭar áfṭaruw*1 yifṭir yífĳiṭruw 
 fem. áftarat áfṭarin*1 tifṭir yífĳiṭrin
2. masc. ifṭart ifṭartuw tifṭir tífĳiṭruw
 fem. ifṭartiy ifṭartin tífĳiṭriy tífĳiṭrin
1. com. ifṭart ifṭarna ifṭir nifṭir

*1 Notice again the absence of vowel harmony in the endings
*2 The anaptyctic vowel in forms like (here underlined) tífĳiṭruw and 
yífĳiṭrin is voiceless and therefore barely audible.

3.2.3.7.2. Measure 4 C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) perfect and imperfect

Patterns for measure 4 mediae infĳirmae are: C
1
āC

3
 (C

1
iC

3
t) yC

1
īC

3
, e.g. ṛād 

“he wanted”, ridt (I.P.A. [rıt�]) “I wanted”, yrīd “he wants”. The paradigms 
are like those of šāl, yšīl (see 3.2.2.4.).

Some examples of sufffĳixed forms are: ṛādatih “she wanted him”, ridnāh 
“we wanted him”, intuw ridtūh “you (pl. masc.) wanted him”, intin ridtin-
nuh “you (pl. fem.) wanted him” and ṛādinnuh “they (fem.) wanted him”.

3.2.3.7.3. Measure 4 C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) perfect and imperfect

The patterns for measure 4 C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) are aC

1
C

2
a

 
(perfect) 

and yiC
1
C

2
iy (imperfect). The paradigms are:

 “give”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. áʿṭa áʿṭuw*1 yíʿṭuw yíʿṭuw
 fem. áʿṭat áʿṭin*1 yíʿṭin yíʿṭin
2. masc. aʿṭáyt aʿṭaytuw tiʿṭ*2/-iy tíʿṭuw
 fem. aʿṭáytiy aʿṭaytin tíʿṭiy tíʿṭin
1. com. aʿṭáyt aʿṭayna íʿṭiy níʿṭiy

*1 Notice the absence of vowel harmony in the endings in tertiae yāʾ per-
fects as well: -uw and -in instead of -aw and -an current in group I.
*2 Notice the presence of the apocopated 2nd p. sg. masc. forms in mea-
sure 4 as well.

Some sufffĳixed examples are: hinnah aʿṭinnuh “they (fem.) gave him” and 
hinnah aʿṭínnuh iyyāh “they (fem.) gave it to him”.
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3.2.3.7.4. Measure 4 C
1
 = w (primae wāw) perfect and imperfect

An example of a measure 4 C
1
 = w (primae wāw) verb is awǧaʿ, yūǧiʿ “hurt, 

cause pain to”, e.g. ibtūǧʿuh “it (sg. fem.) hurts him” and ʾi�nī awǧaʿatnī 
“my ear hurt me”.

3.2.3.7.5. Measure 4 C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) perfect and imperfect

Verb forms of measure 4 C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) were not recorded, 

or not recognized as such.

3.2.3.7.6. Measure 4 imperatives
Examples of imperatives for measure 4 sound roots are like imperatives 
for the i-type imperfect (see 3.2.1.5.).

Imperatives of C
3
 = y roots are: iʿṭ (apocopated), iʿṭiy, iʿṭuw, iʿṭin. Sufffĳixed 

examples are: iʿiṭh-iyyāha “give it (sg. fem.) to her”, iʿṭuh luh “give it to 
him”.

3.2.3.7.7. Measure 4 participles
The participles for sound roots have a miCCiC pattern, e.g. mifṭir, mífĳiṭrih, 
mifĳiṭrīn, mifĳiṭrāt “having eaten breakfast”.

For mediae infĳirmae there are participles of the type mrīd, -ih, -īn, -āt 
“wanting”.82 Another example is mġīr “running”.

3.2.3.8. Measure 9
Paradigms for measure 9 are:

 “turn red”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. iḥmaṛṛ iḥmaṛṛuw yiḥmaṛṛ yiḥmaṛṛuw
 fem. iḥmaṛṛat iḥmaṛṛin tiḥmaṛṛ yiḥmaṛṛin
2. masc. iḥmaṛṛayt iḥmaṛṛaytuw tiḥmaṛṛ tiḥmaṛṛuw
 fem. iḥmaṛṛaytiy iḥmaṛṛaytin tiḥmaṛṛiy tiḥmaṛṛin
1. com. iḥmaṛṛayt iḥmaṛṛayne aḥmaṛṛ niḥmaṛṛ

Particples are: miḥmaṛṛ, -ah, -īn, āt.

3.2.3.9. Quadriliteral verbs
Like measure 2, quadriliteral verbs have morphologically alternating 
vowels in the imperfect (i) and perfect (a).

82 Though for the verb rād, yrīd measure 1 participles ṛāyid, -ih etc. were also accepted 
by my informants. 
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 “ululate”
  perfect*1  imperfect*2

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. zaġraṭ záġraṭuw yzaġriṭ yzáġirṭuw
 fem. záġraṭat zaġraṭin tzaġriṭ yzáġirṭin
2. masc. zaġraṭt zaġraṭtuw tzaġriṭ tzáġirṭuw
 fem. zaġraṭtiy zaġraṭtin tzáġirṭiy tzáġirṭin
1. com. zaġraṭt zaġraṭne azaġriṭ nzaġriṭ

*1 ṭt is assimilated to ṭṭ, e.g. zaġraṭṭiy.
*2 Initial tz is assimilated to dz or zz, e.g. (partially) # idzaġriṭ or (totally) 
# izzaġriṭ. 

 “improvise rhymed song”
  perfect*  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. hawǧas háwǧisuw yhawǧis yhawǧsuw
 fem. háwǧisat háwǧasin thawǧis yhawǧsin
2. masc. hawǧast hawǧastuw thawǧis thawǧsuw
 fem. hawǧastiy hawǧastin thawǧsiy thawǧsin
1. com. hawǧast hawǧasna ahawǧis nhawǧis

* Forms like hawǧisat and hawǧisuw show raising of a > i (see 3.1.1.7.).

The verbal noun is hǧēsiy or thīǧis. Similarly, the verb hawǧan, yhawǧin 
“improvise rhymed song in public” has verbal nouns hǧēniy or thīǧin.

4. Remarks on Phraseology

4.1. Nunation

Tanwīn is not a feature of MzA or BWA.
Of course, there are the loans from MSA, which may have come via 

other dialects, such as masalan “for instance”; the s for *& (in a &āʾ-speaking 
dialect!) is a clue that this loan came via a dialect in which interdentals 
are not part of the phoneme inventory, such as Cairene. 

Other examples of such MSA loans with nunation are: ṭabʿan “of course”, 
tagrīban “approximately”, ʾaṣlan “in origin”, fĳiʿlan “indeed, actually” and 
ḥāliyyan “currently”. 

4.2. Negation

Negating a verb is done with mā preceding the verb form, although bi-
partite mā + verb form + š is also used. Of my informants, one speaker 
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used mā + verb form for more emphatic negation (almost always in com-
bination with xāliṣ “at all”) and the compound negation for ‘normal’ nega-
tion. Another informant, who actually speaks the ‘original’ dialect better, 
used the single negation, and only the compound negation by way of 
exception. 

Examples are iw biytaraǧǧuw lmašāyix illiy kān ḥīnha mawǧūdīn mā 
ywaddūhuw Falaṣṭīn iywaddūhuw Maṣir # “and they asked the sheikhs, 
who were there at that time, not to send them to Palestine, (but) to send 
them to Egypt�.�.�.” and hā�-illiy yaʿniy btākluh, law mā liḥág daktūr aw 
ḥāwiy biymūt “and this (person) that he (i.e. a snake) bites, if he doesn’t 
(quickly) get to a doctor or a snake charmer, he dies”.

4.3. The b-imperfect

The originally sedentary feature of the b-imperfect to express the habitual 
present tense is widespread in Sinai.83

Some examples are iw biddugg bi ʾīd ilhōn ingūl ʿalēh ʾīd ilhōn, iw baʿad 
ki�iyyih�.�.�.�ilbaṛṛād hū ibyiġḷiy binḥuṭṭ ēh? “and you pound it with the pes-
tle, we call it the pestle, and after that�.�.�.�(when the water in) the teapot 
is boiling and we put what?” and hū mūhū fāhim ki�iy, hū mūhū 
ʿārif �.�.�.�innha mā bitrīduh “he did not understand this, he did not 
know�.�.�.�that she did not want him” w Aḷḷah btugʿud ki�iyyih w bitgahwiy 
nnās84 iw btaxaṛṛaf iw bitǧīb�.�.�.�bithawǧis ilkalām illiy zimān “By God, you 
sit down like this and you give the people cofffee (or tea)85 and you talk 
and you get�.�.�.�you improvise the type of talk of old times”.

See also remark in 3.2.2.4. on reduction of the diphthong in a form like 
biyšīl > bišīl.

4.4. Future Marker

To express “volition” or “need” MzA uses bidd + pron. sufffĳix (see also 4.11.).86

Often not only volition or need is expressed, but also a sense of futurity 
of the action expressed in the following verb. Examples are: (futurity) 

83 It is current in all dialects of Sinai, except in that of the Dawāġrah, see De Jong 2000: 
224–226, 318–319, 394, 478, 527 and 691 (map 69).

84 bitgahwiy nnās or bitgahw innās (the latter with apocopation); these two sequences 
are homophonous.

85 The verb gahwa, ygahwiy is used for “serve a hot drink”, i.e. either cofffee or tea.
86 In contrast, widd is current in group I, see De Jong 2000:238–239.
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halḥīnit bidd-āx� iššuggah w uxušš�.�.�.�w unšur “now I shall take the net 
and go in (i.e. into the water), and spread it”.

To express futurity. the imperfect form may also have prefĳixed ha-, e.g. 
yaʿniy halḥīnit álwalad ilʾaṣīl illiy hū ʿíndina nihāʾ�.�.�.�hatlāguh ibyasmaʿ 
kilām uḅūh “that is, the true son that we have here with us, you will fĳind 
that he listens to what his father says”. In the instances recorded, this ha- 
was invariably used to express inevitability connected to stating a general 
truth. law istagduw ʿa lḥikāyah �iy, hayagṭaʿ-áššiǧaṛ,87 hayagṭaʿūh “if they 
would seek to imitate this (story), they would cut down the trees, they 
would cut them down”. 

In the many cases, however, the future is expressed with the simple 
imperfect, as in intah law gaʿatt bukṛah hinih, ašūfluḳ wǟḥid iygūlluḳ ēh? 
ʿal-ēh? ʿala ttadrīb �ih. “If you stay here tomorrow, I’ll get you someone 
who will tell you what? About what? About this training (of camels)”. 

4.5. fīh “there is / are”

fīh is used to express existence or availability of something,88 e.g. iw fīh 
iʿšāb fĳi lbaṛṛ bitdāwiy ssukkaṛ “and there are herbs in the desert which cure 
diabetes”. 

The negation is usually mā fīh (or K-form ma fīš), e.g. ġār ánnaxaḷ, mā 
fīh izrāʿah zamān “there were only palm trees, in the old times there was 
no agriculture”. 

Also māš may be used for negation (but was only heard in BWA): gaḅḷ 
ilfaṣil kān yaʿniy ḥwēl alfēn i��alā�.�.�.�yaʿniy māš ka�īr “before the seperation 
there was, that is, around two thousand, three�.�.�.�that is, there was not 
much” and w Aḷḷāhiy māš isdūd fīhe�.�.�.�iblādna hā�iy “By God, there are no 
dams in it�.�.�.�(in) (this) our land”.

4.6. Some Conjunctions

4.6.1. Conjunctions lamma and yōm

Like in many dialects of Sinai, conjunctions lamma and yōm, or variant 
forms based on these, are used for “when”.89

87 hayagṭaʿuw + aššiǧaṛ.
88 fīh ‘functions as a prepositional predicate of a nominal sentence’, cf. Grotzfeld 

1964:87.
89 For use of yōm in dialects of northern Sinai, see De Jong 2000:692 (map 71).
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4.6.1.1. yōm

4.6.1.1.1. yōm used independently
yōm may be used meaning “when”, e.g. yōm liḥguw waṛ-álbil, ṣār 
ilkōn�.�.�.�yōm ṣār ilkōn gāṃuw gasamuw miʿ iZwayyid innuṣṣ “when they 
had caught up with the (tribe who had stolen their) camels, there was a 
fĳight. When the fĳight was over they then90 divided (the camels) equally 
with (Sheikh) Zwayyid”. Another example is yaʿniy kīlu �.�.�.�i�nēn kīlu yōm 
ma fīš hawa xāliṣ “(we catch) like a kilo, two kilos when there is no wind 
at all” and fīh ṃayyih, halḥīn ilǧbāl yōm tiǧhiʾ, subḥān Aḷḷāh ṛabbna míʿtiniy 
kull šiy “there is water. If you come to the mountains now—God be 
praised—our Lord takes care of everything”.

4.6.1.1.2. yōm in combination with in

4.6.1.1.2.1. yōmin used independently
yōmin may also be used for “when”, like in the following example: yaʿniy 
kunna šabāb ʿala zzamil w intasābag w insābig yōmin nǧ-álʿaṛab,91 fĳihimt lay 
kēf ? “that is, we were young lads riding camels, and we’d race each other 
and we’d race and when we’d come to the village, you see what I mean?” 

yōmin was only recorded in BWA.

4.6.1.1.2.2. yōmin + obj. sufffĳix as subject of the clause
There were no instances of direct sufffĳixing of yōmin.

4.6.1.1.2.3. min yōm
min yōm(in) is often used for “as soon as” or “from the moment that”, e.g. 
kunt fĳi Maṭariyyih sākin, bass bašūf ilǧbālāt hā�̣ōlah ʿala ʿyūnī w aná fĳi 
Maṭariyyih law-ddūnī min yōmin fakkat Sīnih, law kull yōm alf iǧnēh mānī 
gāʿid “I was living in Maṭariyya,92 but I kept seeing these mountains on my 
retina (lit. my eyes) while I was in Maṭariyya. (even) If they, ever since 
Sinai was liberated, would have given me a thousand pounds for every 
day, I would not have stayed (in Maṭariyya)”.

Another example is min yōm addāuḳ gaṣalatha ḥuṛmítuḳ “from the 
moment that they have given you her twig,93 she’s your wife”.

90 gāṃuw (lit. “the stood up”) is here translated as “then”, i.e. like unconjugated gāṃ, which 
is often used in narrating a chain of events that took place in the past, see De Jong 2000:231.

91 nǧiy + ál-ʿaṛab.
92 Many members of Bedouin tribes in Sinai spent the years of the Israeli occupation of 

Sinai (following the 1967 war) as refugees in the Egyptian Nile Delta.
93 A twig is traditionally given to the groom in betrothal ceremonies as a token of the 

girl’s engagement to him.
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4.6.1.1.2.4. min yōm in combination with ma

4.6.1.2. lamma and lumma
Both lamma and its variant lumma (probably a hybrid form of lamma and 
yōm ma) are often used for “when” and “until”.

4.6.1.2.1. lamma and lumma “when” used independently
Examples of lamma used for “when”: alḥīnit lamma bigūl luḳ intah min 
wēn? bitgūl luh ana Mzēniy “now, when he says to you ‘Where are you 
from?’ You say to him ‘I am a Mzēniy’”, inhuṃ gōṭaruw hnúh aṣil lamma 
tfakkir Sīna zamān alblād hē�iy maḥál “they went there because when you 
would see (as it was) before this land was dry”.

An example of lumma (current in MzA, but not in BWA) inta lḥīn 
a�̣�̣ayf lumma biyǧīuḳ, lumma byiǧíy �̣�̣ayf, taʿmal luh gahwah94 “Now 
when the guest comes to you, when the guest comes, you make cofffee for 
him”.

4.6.1.2.2. lamma + in. lamma or lumma + in was not recorded 

4.6.1.2.3. lamma and lumma “until”
lumma (see also remark below in 4.6.1.3.) or lamma may be used in 
combination with laġāyit for “until”, e.g. (prosodically lengthened a in the 
fĳirst syllable) la:ġāyit lumma ddaxanah btabga bē�̣āʾ “until (when) the 
smoke becomes white”. But also without laġāyit, as in iw byinḥaṭṭ luh 
šwayyih zayy ma tgūl fĳi ššamis lamma yṛūb “and it is placed in the sun a 
bit, as you say, until it curdles” and bitḥuṭṭ�.�.�.�ǧamir issiyyāl nāṛ lamma 
táhaǧam “you put�.�.�.�coal of the acacia tree in the fĳire (and wait) until it 
becomes coal”.95

4.6.1.3. lōm (+ in)
An example of lōm + ma was recorded in MzA: iw ǧīna 9iháb nihāniy 
lōmma midāris fátaḥin�.�.�.�“and we came to �ahab here when schools 
(were) opened”. lumma of the preceding paragraph is to be interpreted as 
shortened lōm+ma. 

lōm was not heard in BWA.

94 The last part of the sentence shows Koine influences; instead of taʿmal luh gahwah, 
proper MzA would be more something like itsaww luh gáhawah or tgahwīh.

95 “Become coal” is a gloss from my informant. I could not fĳind a dictionary which lists 
this verb, but I suppose that the root h-ǧ-m is in some way related to the root ǧ-m-r, as in 
ǧamriyyih “glowing ember”.
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4.6.2. ḥatta

4.6.2.1. ḥatta “until”, “so that” 
ḥatta “until” was recorded in bitdugguh iw bitiːġluh96 ʿala lṃayyih aw mā 
ḥatta tiġḷuh ʿa lṃayyih “you pound it and boil it in water or water until you 
boil it in water”.

ḥatta was also recorded meaning “so that”: yaʿniy halḥīnit álwalad ilʾaṣīl 
illiy hū ʿíndina nihāʾ�.�.�.�hatlāguh ibyasmaʿ kilām aḅūh. ibyar�̣aʾ�.�.�.�yaʿniy 
ḥatta ʾaḅūḳ ibyar�̣a ʿalēuḳ w aṃṃuḳ ibtar�̣a ʿalēuḳ�.�.�.�“that is, the decent 
son that we have here (in our community)�.�.�.�you’ll fĳind that he listens to 
(the words of ) his father. He is pleased.�.�.�. that is, so that your father is 
pleased with you and your mother is pleased with you”.

4.7. Auxiliaries and Verbal Particles 

4.7.1. gām

Unconjugated gām used as a ‘marker of consequent action’ was not 
recorded in these dialects. In only one instance (but conjugated) gāṃuw 
was used in a narration of events: yōm ṣār ilkōn gāṃuw yōm liḥguw waṛ-
álbil, ṣār ilkōn�.�.�.�yōm ṣār ilkōn gāṃuw gasamuw miʿ iZwayyid innuṣṣ “when 
they had caught up with the (tribe who had stolen their) camels, there 
was a fĳight. When the fĳight was over they then divided (the camels) 
equally with (Sheikh) Zwayyid”.

4.7.2. ṛāḥ

ṛāḥ was not recorded as an auxiliary or particle in MzA or BWA.

4.7.3. Conditional particles

4.7.3.1. Variations on kān as a conditional particle

4.7.3.1.1. in + kān
An example of in + kān “if�”: min zilīṭ iṣġayyir zayy zilīṭ ṣaːyd aw zilīṭ ġanám 
mā y�̣urr bass inkān min zilīṭ iṣṣaːyd aḥala l ilʿukkah�.�.�.�“(skin) from a 
young animal like a young gazelle or a young goat, it is not bad, but if it 
is from the young gazelle, it is better for the ʿukkah”.97

96 Prosodic lengthening is here used to express long duration of time, see also 1.2.3.5. 
97 A ʿukkah is like a watersack (girbih) made from animal skin, but smaller and made 

from the skin of a young animal, making the leather smoother.
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4.7.3.1.2. Sufffĳixed inkān
Instances of sufffĳixed kān were not recorded.

4.7.3.1.3. il + kān
Instances of il + kān were not recorded.

4.7.3.1.4. kān preceded by CA loans iz or iza
An example of kān preceded by iz or iza meaning “if�”: (a line of poetry) w 
izkān intuw bitlifffūh ʿala miyyih “and if you’re going to be around here a 
hundred (counts)” and ṛaʿāníy[�yih]�.�.�.�alimsimmih �iyyih. �iy iz kān 
nilgāha fĳi šgāgniʾ�.�.�.�ġār nagṭaʿ aššuggah ki�iy �.�.�.�w inṭuššhiʾ “a scorpion 
fĳish, this venemous one. If we fĳind this in our nets, we have to cut the net 
like this�.�.�.�and throw it away”.

4.7.3.1.5. kān as an independent conditional
An example of kān used independently as conditional “if�”: iḥna bníftixir 
bēha ḥatta kān biygūluw waddiy w hātiy “we are proud of it (sg. fem.) even 
if they treat us like slaves (lit. they say “bring (this), get (that)!”)”. 

Another example is: law žin ib tafkīr, kān iddaṛāhim �illih�.�.�.�masalan 
alḥīnit ʿašaṛ t-ālāf�.�.�.�ixlāl aṛbaʿ t-ušhur xamis t-ušhur�.�.�.�ilʿašaṛ t-alāf �illih 
talghin ʿišrīn alf “if it (i.e. the money) came (to you) by brainwork, if this 
money�.�.�.�for instance it is ten thousand now�.�.�.�over four or fĳive 
months�.�.�.�you’ll fĳind that these ten thousand pounds have become twenty 
thousand”. 

4.7.3.1.6. kān, inkān or ilkān introducing alternatives
kān may introduce alternatives, like in ḥakamuw ʿalēhuw b sinih 
ṭarid�.�.�.�min Sīnih b ilmaṛṛah ḥatta mā ywakklūne�.�.�.�kān wālidtī w uxtī w 
uxūy w�.�.�.�yaʿniy nāsī�.�.�.�“they sentenced them to a year of total exile�.�.�.�from 
Sinai, so that they would not (be able to) feed us, be it my mother and my 
sister and my brother and�.�.�.�(all) my family, that is”.

Another example is: w inḥuṭṭuh fīha. kān ġilī�̣ aw irfayyiʿ lāzm iykūn miš 
yaʿniy nōʿayn “and we put it in there. Be it thick or thin, it shouldn’t be 
two kinds (mixed), that is”.

4.7.3.2. Absence of a conditional particle
Often conditional sentences are not introduced by a particle, e.g. il�.�.�.�alḥīn 
ákalat ib sínnaha, hū ytifff ki�iy f-īdu, iw yaxabaṭha ki�iy “the�.�.�.�now if it 
has bitten with its tooth, he (i.e. the snake charmer) spits in his hand, like 
this, and slaps it (sg. fem. i.e. the place of the bite)” and ligaṭnāh fĳi lxēṭ. iw 
mnǟ�.�.�.�mnimšiy šwayyah zayy ʿašaṛah mitir, iw binunšur �āniy “if we have 
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caught it in the net, (and) then we what? We walk a little farther, like ten 
metres, and we throw out (our net) again”.98

4.8. Presentative Particles

4.8.1. irʿ or arʿ

Presentatives irʿ or arʿ were not recorded.

4.8.2. hē + sufffĳix

To draw the listener’s attention to something or someone, a presentative 
particle hē may be used followed by a personal pronominal, e.g. hēhū ǧiʾ! 
“there he is!”, hēhī ǧāt “there she is!”, hēhuwwa ǧuw “there they (masc.) 
are!”, hēhinnah ǧin “there they (fem.) are!” (lit. “has/have come”).

4.8.3. Particle wlin ~ wilin, win

The particle wlin is used mainly to present a sudden or unexpected turn 
in a narration,99 but in the following example the development referred to 
is hardly unexpected or sudden: ʿašaṛ dagāyig iw tiglibha ma fīš dig�.�.�.�kam 
digīgih w tiglibha ʿa lǧāl i��āniy w linnhī yōm ástuwat�.�.�.�bitṭalliḥḥa “ten 
minutes and you flip it over after less than a min�.�.�.�a few minutes and you 
turn it on its other side and there it is, when it has become cooked�.�.�.�you 
take it out”. 

Another example is with the variant particle ilin + sufffĳix: w fĳi lxaṛṛāfah 
�iyyih�.�.�.�ilinnih irkāb ǧin100 “and in this story�.�.�.�there they were, the riding 
animals came” (recorded in MzA).

4.8.4. Particle wlā +

An example of the presentative particle wlā (used more or less like wlin): 
w ibtalḥagha ʿa ṣṣāǧ gaḷibtēn �alā�ih wlāha mistawyih “and you put it on 
the ṣāǧ and flip it two or three times, and there it is: cooked!” (recorded 
in BWA).

 98 The fĳishing technique described is with nets (sg. šuggah, pl. šgāg) on a line (xayṭ; 
here xēṭ) while the fĳishermen stand on the edge of the coral reef by the deep water (ʿala 
ḥarf ilbāḥah) and throw out their nets on the deep side.

 99 See Blanc 1970:34 (145).
100 rkāb is pl. (of small numbers) of irkābih. Notice that the reference is in the pl. fem., 

see ‘concord’ in 4.16.
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4.9. ġayr

ġār (< ġayr) may be used preceding imperfect forms to express the neces-
sity of the action, e.g. ilimḥilliy ġār iyxaddim ʿa �̣�̣ayf “the host should 
serve the guest” and ṛawwaḥna luh, ana gult ēh? ġār aṛawwiḥ luh. awaddīh 
l alḥuṛmah �iy, yimkin áššifĳiʾ ʿal-īdhih “we went to him, [and] I said what? 
I need to go to him. I’ll take him to this woman, maybe she can cure him 
(lit. the cure is by her hand)”.

4.10. Intensifying Particle la

The particle la intensifying the 1st p. sg. com. was not recorded.

4.11. bidd or widd + pron. sufffĳix

To express “want” or “need” speakers of BWA use bidd and widd side by 
side (the latter is heard more inland, the former nearer to the coast). In 
MzA only sufffĳixed bidd is common.101 Examples for “need” or “want” are: 
widdna nlaggiy Wādiy Sliʾ102 “we want to go to Wadiy Islah” (BWA), ēš 
bidduḳ? “what do you want?”, bidduh yāxi� šiǧáṛ mi-nhāniy iyḥálliluh “he 
wants to take plants from here to analyze them (sg. masc.)”.

Like in other dialects as well, often not only volition is expressed, but 
also a sense of futurity of the action expressed in the following verb, e.g. 
halḥīnit bidd-āx� iššuggah w uxušš�.�.�.�w unšur “now I shall take the net 
and go in (i.e. into the water), and spread (it) out”.

4.12. ʿād

The particle ʿād is current to express ”so, thus, then”. Examples are: ʿād 
yōm tišrif ʿala šarafat ilGāʿ ibyinṣabb ġād fĳi sēl Wādiy Fēṛān “so when you 
look out at the highest point of alGā� it flows there into the flood course 
of Wadi Fēṛān” and ʿād wēn lagga? “so where did he go?”.

4.13. yabga

yabga is not very current, but may be heard at times meaning “so, then”, 
as in yabga ṭaʿámhin ḥiluw “so their (pl. fem.) taste is sweet”.

101 In group I widd is current.
102 Wādiy Isla (as it is usually indicated on maps) runs from almost due east of aṭ-Ṭūr 

into the mountains. In group I the name of this wadi is pronounced Sliy (cf. 1.2.4.4. and 
3.1.5.).
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4.14. Characteristics of the Narrative Style

4.14.1. Imperative of narration

The narrative imperative is one of the characteristics of the narrative style. 
An example is w asḥabuw syūf. zimān ġār b isyūf. [.�.�.] iw ṭaxx ṭaxx ṭaxx w 
aslaʿuw kitif wāḥid, iw hū yušurud, úšurduw ṛawwḥuw tTaṛābīn�.�.�.�“and 
they drew (their) swords. In the old days it was only with swords [.�.�.] And 
they hit and hit and hit, and they wounded somebody’s shoulder, while he 
was fleeing, they fled and went to the Taṛābīn”. Another example is (after 
somebody had stepped on a mine) innās ǧuw ʿilēh dammuh kulluh fĳi 
ddagʿah, nāzil�.�.�.�zayy ssēl. limmūh w ahānuw dammuh, iw ḥuṭṭuw ʿa lbiʿīr 
iw yimšuw “people came to him, all his blood had run on the ground�.�.�.�like 
a flood. They gathered it together and buried his blood and put him on a 
camel and they went away”. 

4.14.2. kān as a temporal marker

As another characteristic of the narrative style, unconjugated kān can be 
used as a marker to indicate the past, e.g. bass zimān fĳi sSuʿūdiyyah hnūtiy 
kān innās mā btalga tākil “but in the past in Saudi Arabia over there peo-
ple could not fĳind (anything) to eat”, ilṃayyah kān bitganniy fĳi lwādiy hā�a 
“water used to flow through (narrow) canals in this wadi”. In most cases, 
however, kān is conjugated for number and gender.

4.14.3. Dativus ethicus

Several instances of the ethical dative were recorded. Examples are: kān 
ʿíndin-ayw-marākib�.�.�.�maṛākib bass iṣġayyrāt yaʿniy�.�.�.�iṣġayyrāt �.�.�.��álā�ah 
mitir aw arbáʿah mitir yaʿniy timšiy bēhin min baʿad áššaʿab timš luḳ i�nēn 
bēha “yes, we used to have boats�.�.�.�boats, but small, that is�.�.�.�small 
ones�.�.�.�three or four meters (in length), that is, you go with them beyond 
the reef, you go for yourself two (kilometers) with them”. Another exam-
ple is: min yōm itxušš luḳ �alā� arbaʿ mitir baʿīd ʿan iššaʿab ma biyǧīuḳ xāliṣ. 
lākin law mišēt ʿá-ššaʿab byimšiy waṛāuḳ “when you go (for yourself ) in 
(into the sea) three or four metres, far away from the reef, it (i.e. the Mor-
ray eel) will not come to you at all. But if you walk on the (edge of the) 
reef, it will come after you”.
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4.15. Pluralis paucitatis

For limited or countable numbers often the healthy plural form is used, 
instead of the broken plural. Examples are: �amān faṭīrāt ʿašar faṭīrāt 
“eight loaves, ten loaves”. Another pl. form, used for greater or unspecifĳied 
numbers is the broken pl. faṭāyir.

Similarly, a pl. is used in designations of quantity like w itḥuṭṭ ʿalēhin 
ēh? gadd ʿašar iǧṛāmāt minhin “and you put what on them? About (the 
quantity of�) ten grams of these (lit. them (pl. fem.)” (see remark in fn 63, 
p. 148) and ʿašaṛ kīlāt (~ ʿašaṛah kīlu) “ten kilos”.

4.16. Concord

Limited or countable numbers of things are referred to in the pl. fem. and 
so are plurals of animals. Examples are: binǧīb aṛṛuġfāṇ iw birraǧǧidhin 
f-áṣṣaḥan “we bring the loaves of bread and we pile them up on a plate” 
and ilʿašaṛ t-alāf �illih talghin ʿišrīn alf “these ten thousand (pounds), you’ll 
fĳind them (to have increased to) twenty thousand”. Other examples are: 
halḥīn ilwidyān�.�.�.�aġḷabīyttin la Biniy Wāṣil�.�.�.�ka milkiyyih, tawǧad lēhin 
waṛág fĳi ddēr, tawǧad lēhin waṛág ki�iy�.�.�.�yaʿniy�.�.�.�aġḷabīyt ilwidyān 
inNabig�.�.�.�išŠarim�.�.�.�“nowadays most of the wadis belong to the Baniy 
Wāṣil�.�.�.�as property, you’ll fĳind a piece of paper on them in the monas-
tery, you’ll fĳind a piece of paper on them like that�.�.�.�that is�.�.�.�most of the 
wadis near Nabg, Šarm�.�.�.”. Also plurals of animals are referred to in pl. 
fem., e.g. iw fīh ḥūt ki�īr f-álbiḥaṛ iw fīh igrūš, bass igrūš �iy mā-ḥadd yaʿniy 
mā-ḥadd ibyākilhin.bass yaʿniy ibniṣṭādhin bar�̣uh b ilxayṭ biyǧín fĳi lxayṭ 
bar�̣uh “and there is a lot of fĳish in the sea, and there are sharks, but these 
sharks, that is, nobody eats them. But, that is, we fĳish for them also with 
a line, they also come on a line”.

5. A Sketchy Remark on Pitch

The type of pitch often heard in the speech of (predominantly older) men 
of group I was not heard in MzA or BWA.103

103 I merely conclude the absence of this feature in my material. I do not exclude the 
possibility of its existence in this group.
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